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ECHSTORM, FANNIE H. .
Born at Brewer, June 18, 1865.

CABLE ADDRESS - MUSEUM, CHICAGO

FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
J$I

ROOSEVELT ROAD AND LAKE MICHIGAN

*•

CHICAGO

OFFICE OF
TIIE DIRECTOR

February eighteenth,
1
9
2
5.

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.

Dear Madam:
In answer to your letter
of February 13th, Field Museum is willing to
purchase at the price of $3.00 the copy of "The
Woodpeckers" to which you refer.
Kindly send the work to
the Institution with bill, and check to cover
will be mailed to you in due course.
Yours very truly,

Director.
/

x.<

173 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine
May 15,1935
My dear Mr. Dunnack:
^esterday I went into the library for the first
time in six weeks and found the circular letter about the Round
/

Table.

It had been laid aside for me to o-oen, and meantime I „ad

V

been off on a vacation.

/

Even if it were not now too late for our Librarian to make

I

plans for going, she could not go anyway, as she is a school teacher
and

rriU3t be in her school those two days.

Our hours of opening

(twice a neek, afternoon and evening) have largely

been arranged so

that she can hold both positions.
I wish her assistant might go; but I can't afford to pay her
bills myse?f and there will be no chance

to get the Association

toget er to vote upon it at this late date.

I am sorry that we can not

get a litrle of the inspiration that would be gained from such a
meeting.
By the way, I have found in the John Carter Brown Library
in •nrovidence a book which I think you would like to get a copy of even
though the price is

high.

It is the Memorial to Wilberforce Eames

(a man of Maine parentage) in the form of many bibliographical papers
of greatauthority. One in particular is a bibliography of the Lovell's
Pond Fight in Fryeburg^ t.i?o hundred years ago next week^ by Prof. p T eorge
Kittredge of Harvard. This alone would be worth your while to have for
reference.

I find that Mr. Lawrence C. Wroth, the librarian of the

,•

J.C.B. Li brary named, has still a few copies which he will sell at
fifteen dollars each and, if not too late already, you co Id get one of
him.

It was printed, not published, so

Perhaps has escaped your notice

as it has that of so^e other librarians.
While away, I want among other places to Fort McCleary in
Kittery.

Since Maine took it, the old place has been much improved

and the main
last.

building repairs""

and pointed and nut in condition to

The tunnel to the w ~tsr-frdmt *:as also been cleared of much

rub ish and one can enter it nor, and other ,?ood work hus been done.
I was glad to see that the State was s-oing to keep the place up, for
it is a. charming snot and interesting.

173 Wilson Street, Brewer,
June 10,1935-W^
My dear Mr. Dunnack:
Knowing that it must be some time before I
can get a copy of "The Woodpeckers", if

.

it can be done at all,

I have made up and sent to you this afternoon by mail, a package
^"SToiataining David Libbey, The Bird Book, The Penobscot Man, first
edition, and The Penobscot Man, second edition.
You are free to take your choice of the two.

The first

edition is now out of print. This was my own copy and the only one
I have in good condition.

I have to charge it at an advance because

in a short t me it would sell at several times tie original cost
0-n Jhe others I bill at just.publisher's price. Either Penobscot
Man cay be returned to we'and you just cross it from the memorandum
enclosed without further formality.
Vjr"• **»*• 11

v+

*Vwsnfrh f^""• * vQ same plate#-.,,

two editions of the P.M. differ perceptibly:— in cover design, jacket
size of page, new chapter added, frontispiece and extra page with
quotation emitted and in title

page, making the difference quite

perceptible.
You

will find the Yfoodpeckers, the book lacking, hard

to get. For the last one sold the Field Museum paid three dollars,
or three times the publisher's first price.
The Library Cook-Book, in which I was also active, though
not the sole creator of it, is also out of print and much desired fey
• any good cooks.

That was a book!

Some of those recipes would make

you long for food on a hot dayI
Very sincerely,

^.L,

at

ga-

173 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine
October 4,1936
Dear Mr. Dunnack
The Houghton and Mifflin Company are

to publish

the book of Maine woods and coast songs which Miss Mary W. Smyth and
I have been collecting^ as soon as we get the manuscript done.

But

until they know how this sells they hesitate to contract for the
second volume which we have already far along toward completion,
unless we can secure a subsidy for it, or what amounts to that.
How this second book is far more important than the first. It
co prises the old English ballads and the ballads and songs imported
here from Sngland and Ireland, which we have picked up in Maine.
Professor George Lyman Kittredge, of Harvard, the great authority on
folk-song, saw our list in July and wrote

me: "The list of ballads

and songs which Miss Smyth sent me is most interesting, and I wish
very much that so rich a collection might be published under your —
joint editorship without delay."

~

Since he saw the list we have added

so many never found before in this country that we feel that it is
urgent to get this book into press before anything happens to either
of us, since it would be a great loss to folk-song literature if it
should not be published.

Incidentally, this book will^put Maine

on the map" for all time.
Could not the State, or the State Library, guarantee the pur
chase of anough copies to warrant the publishers in venturing to
publish as soon as the book is ready, or early next spring?

We

think that the publishers would make terms so attractive, if the
subscription were a large one, that all our libraries could buy of
the State Library at a large discount . They would gain, the publishers
would not lose, and an important book would be issued perhaps two
years before it otherwise could be published.
ery sincerely

yours

October 5, 1926

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
176 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Your letter of October 4th to Mr. Dunnack has
received at this office.

Mr. Dunnack is in Phila

delphia this week attending the meeting of the
American Library Association, and as soon as he
returns your letter will be called to his attention.
Very truly yours,
MB.h

MAINE STATE LIBRARY
By

The revival of interest in folk-song and the old balMds ha«

f

sent many students of them to the southern mountains in the hope
that among the mountain whites , •••.ho play the dulcimer

and sing

very old songs, they might find what is supposed to have passed
entirely away in more cultivate

regions.

It will be a surprise

to those best acquainted with the subject to know that in Maine ,
to which students paid no attention, there has been opened up a
field of remarkable richness and diversity.

/fo flouts*/*-!
For several years past Mrs. Fannie ffardy E ckstorm^and Miss

Mary W. Smyth, of New Haven, have been collecting the old ballads
and the home-made songs to be found in the woods and along the coast,
with such success that long ago they deoided that one book could not
hold the results of their labor, and they decided that it must be
issued in at least three volumes.
The first volume is almost ready for the publisher. It is called
11

The Minstrelsy of the Maine Ifoods and Coast"

and is devoted to

the songs and more singable poems which were either made in waine
or in other rarts of this country and naturalized here.

The

collection

is very rich in woods songs, by far the best collection that has
yet been made, covering more than a hundred years and a great variety
of lumberman's songs. Then there are the seashore songs, which
include everything from grave to gay, and is especially

complete

in the songs about wrecks, never before collected by anyone. There
is a group of highwayman's songs and another of the various
execution songs which

refuse to let themselves be

forgotten.

- •~-'v'

There are lampoons, which show the Maine man making fun of his neighbor
and western songs

which it would hardly be believed had made

themselves so much at home, and there is a group of genuine
Forty-niner songs, a dozen in all, the most of them preserved in
one of the old families which sent men
Where desirable the history of
and different versions given.

out in the gold-rush.

the songs has been traced

Sometimes a whole chapter is

devoted to one song, as in "Gerry's Rock", the "Chemo Song" and the
"Return of the E.A.Horton"Y Intersnersed are prose sections
dealing with different features of

Maine folk songi, 'idftSOTWMT""

critical, sometimes anecdotal.
In this volume are HO ae of the old imported English and
Irish songs.
recovered

The field proved unexpectedly rich

and the number

so large that they had to be sriven room by themselves.

The number o f

the oldest English ballads found entire, or i n p a r t ~

more than has ever been found before by any one seeker for the
old songs and nearly as many as found in all North America by all
collectors put together.

This volume is so far along that it

should follow the first only by a short interval.
The authors havetaken hold of the matter in time, but oaly
just in time, to save a great deal.of, the folk-song of Maine.
STaeltyhas been lost which never can be replaced,"butfor all that
we shall put Maine on the map of folk-song", say the editors,as
they call ttaselves, rather than authors.

173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
October 33,1926
.^
Dear Dr. Dunnack:
It is going to be very pleasant to have the
Library Association meet here this week, and personally I
wish to extend a cordial welcome.
The little library has been one of my own prefects.
When the Library Association, eighteen years ago, had twelve
dollars in cash it handed over to me the management of the
whole thing, and I went to work to build up the institution.
Ever since I have been working for it— planning the rooms,
training the workers, cataloguing the books, doing all sorts
of things and especially as treasurer handling the small
amount of money we have had.
.
...
-t
;
t
It is a rather unique little library, 'buf^tt to fit intoa cattycornered situation, where the city could not afford to
run it and no rich friends came forward to help .
I am sorry we can not do something by way of hospitality
to the librarians coming. Board and rooms are very hard to get
here— very hard indeed, and those who would take them are
in many cases to have teachers personally know to them. We are
so very near to
that we have to depend upon its larger
facilities for entertainment.
We have the added disadvantage at just this juncture
of having a librarian who is also a school teacher, who is
called to be in two places at once. But I have told her that
I will try to be present and help out what I can .
Sincerely,

^ £

Brewer, Maine, Nov. 10,192£^.
Wf*-dear Mr. Dunnack:
Though I promised to send you this little
prospectus of our books very soon, I see I have not kept my promise
very well.

I found it hard to crack up x my own work!

What I have written presents the facts and not much more.
It is really astonishing what we have found, and I think that
much of it will prove interesting even to the bored general
render,

ho doesn't much care what itw> he reads, so it is entertaining

I think I told you that Houghton Mifflin were to take the book,
fend twice already have gone over the collection in its unformed
state and approved it.

I do not wish to state that they are the pub

lishers because of course we have no contract as yet; but it is
"a gentleman's agreement".

S_--—
•w'"*
The second volume they have not yet agreed to take, indeed they

have not seen the material we have since our later very rich additions.
For this I am very anxious to get some sort of a subsidy, or its
equivalent in advance subscriptions,to an amount that would encourage
them to proceed at once with

the publication. A few months work would

r.cie it ready for the press, for it is in good form now.
Formerly I know the State sometimes

subscribed for a number

of books sufficient to give the publisher confidence.
like that be done now?

Can anything

The State could get a better discount, it

seems to me,than could be given small orders and then could sell
to libraries and schools at a rate which would be

attractive "to

them, thus losing nothing itself and benefitting thetm . This is
merely a suggestion, emanating entirely from myself and never so

'
-c?

'

much as suggested to the publishers.

All I am sure of is that a

large advance subscription would be a great encouragement -tro" any
publishers to undertake

the

publication

of a "standard".

I had no chance to say farewell aiid to thank you for
the great encouragement you gave me to "carry on" in the library
work.

All you said was mysterious, and I wondered whether I should

ever live to see anything

fine happening to us, very likely not;

but it helps one to stagger along sometimes.

I have done everything in

that library but wash the floors,—organized it from the very beginning,
pianned those rooms after the architect had botched tfe# 3©fe, widtected

^

the system of charg ing, trained the librarians (without knowing how),
done the cataloguing for.years, also the shelf-listing and the
preparation of books, and ever and always jockeyed the finances so
that this year, for almost the first time in eighteen yasffs , I can turn
the corner at the end of the year without wondering whether I ska.ll have

enough balance to pay my January bills.

As Touchstone said of Audrey,

"A poor thing , but mine own!" I did it to help keep the youngsters
off the street.

But for the War and my being so busy then and so ill

after it, I think

we might have been able by now to open every day and

have a full-time 1 ibrarian.
Personally I ought to thank you for the unexpectedly kind
nd generous

advance notice you gave of the book-to-be.

1

blushed

becomingly. You are free to cut down or alter what I send you.
Most cordially,
7^-

November 18, 1927
Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
Brewer, Maine
DearnMrs. Eckstorm:
Please send us three copies of "Minstrelsy of Maine;
Folk Songs and. Ballads of the Woods and Coast."

We would

greatly appreciate it if you would autograph a copy for
our Maine Collection.
In a moment or hour of weakness, carelessness, or
some other mental process that makes one unaccountable, I
agreed to read a paper before the Penobscot Country Club
on the Penobscot River in history.
I have read the following:
1.

Maine Coast Romance.

2. Various articles in the Maine Historical Collections,
including Kohl's in Vol. 1, second series.
3. Chronicles oi ^iaerica.
4.

Hakluyts Voyages.

5.

Narrative and critical history of America.

6.

Purchase his Pilgrims.

7.

History of Castine.

8.

Early English and French voyages.

9.

L'Escarbot History of Hew Franee.

10.

Samuel de Champlain's works.
I have been wondering if in addition to these you may

know of some pamphlet or article that some local person
may have written in connection with the river.

My purpose

is to treat the subject - first—"The early voyages to the

Penobscot" - second-- IT Sources of the Penobscot River",
with a map showing the section of Maine drained by the
Penobscot- third—''lumbering and settlements on the
Penobscot."
Any suggestions or information you can send me will
not only be greatly appreciated but perhaps be a lifesaver.
Very truly yours,

HED
ME

Henry E. Dunnaek,
State Librarian.

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
1»» WILSON STRUT

.

BREWER,

MAINE

^

November 33,1927
Dear Mr. Dunnack:
The first few lines of your letter, which contained
the order for three copies of the Minstrelsy of Maine, I cut off,
signed with your name and sent in to Houghton Miffllnf the publishers.
So far I have not yet seen a copy of the book myself and of cburs©
shall have nothing to do with the sale of it.

But thanks for the

order, and I ho^e the bill of fare will prove entertaining. It is
a little more than a mere collection of poor home-made songs: it is.
an introduction to.valne folks at home.
Now, as to you* paper.
write papers for?
f

What in the world do

we consent to

It must be for the fun of the game, I think.

On the "Early Voyages", I should say you have all the matter

you need, most_of it of the best.

I have a very poor opinion of

Sylvester, thogh granting that he is entertaining; but Kohl is a
student and most of the others are sources. The first edition of
Wheeler's "Castine" seems to me much better than the later one.
Justin Winsor is as good as there is.
$.s to one point: leave Andre thevet out!

But I would advise you
Thevet never was here.

Professor ^anong and I have proved that his list of Indian words
is not our Indian language (that much I saw)j it was stolen from
Cartier( this says trie prefessor, who is our greatest authority on
Algonkin Indian and the early voyagers).

The sooner we cut Thevet

out, the better historians we shall show ourselves to be.
As to the second part, on the "Sources of the Penobscot Rivef
any Rood map helps you there, but above all the Lumberman»s Map

JT*"'

/'V-

of Lucius L. Hubbard. Take that and his guide books to the Maine Wo ods

and you have all there is except the sources of the lower .tributaries,
like Mattawamkeag, ^assadumkeag, etc. ^robably you do not
anyway.

these

Should you desire more, get the Government Report on t'fi©-"

^>eno h scot River Basin
T"»

, Geological Survey, ur&ter-Paper

H.K.Barrows and C.C.Babb, (Washington, 1913)

379, by

Wells' Water Powers fif

-.'sine is rather out-of-date now, though I still use it some.
For "Lumbering and Settlements", the only brief account of the
former that I know is my own chapter in Hatch's "Maine:A History".
But as it covers 300 years of lumbering in about 1800 words it is
not wholly adequate.

I should advise you to look in the files of

The Northern, (pub, by the Great Northern paper Co; printed in
Augusta).* There is much in the back numbers of great interest.
Then Springer's "Forest Life and Forest Trees" is invaluable and olcU^
There is no good history of the settlements on the river— no
atf'al-1-of most of tirem except what appears in the old subscription
volume called "History of Penobscot County"(about 1885))< Much of
is junk, if not bunk, but you will get all you need there. Of course
Col. Porter f s magazine is full of material.
On Champalain, may I suggest that a paper of mine on him in one
of the earliest numbers of Sprague's Journal may give yov. some material
of local interest, identifying places and probable

conditions.

And , by the way, a club woman asks me to get for her any material
you may have about the bas relief at our end of the Portsmouth-Kittery
bridge. She wishes some information for a paper. It may be sent
charged to me, as she is my sister.
Also I will enclose for your envelopes a newspaper clipping on
a talk I gave on the fight at Lovewell's Pond.

It is new stuf

-

some won't agree until they know the ground and the documents. But lit
y
is perfectly sound; only this isn't the full expose. The truth is
"more wusser dan

this", as the w o o d s m a n told my father.
Sincerely,
^

December 5, 1927
Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm
Brewer, Maine
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
When I wrote you the other day, I had not read your
article dealing with events in Fryeburg.

It was very

interesting to me for the reason that last summer I had
occasion to take part in their anniversary exercises and
consequently ja&u. reeenlty been over the ground you covered
in your paper. You certainly make light some of the dark
places and understandato&e some of the events connected
with that unfortunate fight by the lake.

Please accept

ay thanks for your eourtesy in sending me the newspaper
article.
I am sending you two copies of "Minstrelsy of Maine",
to be autographed.

One of them is for the State Library

and the other is for my own library.

Anything you may add

other than your name for the Maine book collection will be
greatly appreciated.

For instance, how the book came to be

written, or any thought that may add to its vg.lue—say
fifty years from now.
I have not had time to do more than run over the eontnets.

Everyone of the Library staff is greatly delighted

with this book.

We feel that it is the most wofcth-while

addition to the Library in years.
Very truly yours,
HED
ME

Henrj 2. Dunnackj
State Librarian

nil

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

December 6,1937

jf

Dear Miss Brainerd:

/

A

I want y& thank the
containing: the picture

o£

/
Li*:rary for

the Bulletin

the Kitt eryj®emorial and not less to thanic

the reference department librarian /or her most kind letter; but I
am not sure whetheryshe is Miss o/' Mrs. Fuller, so I have to pas3
on my thanks at i^cond hand.
Today I received from the Library two copies of the "Minstrels
of Maine". No word acco-panied them and I am at loss to acknowledge
them correctly, but think there must be some misapprehension.

I

hasten to say that I should be very glad to buy them of you, at the
same price the publishers allow me, or one third off the list rrice.
But I think they must be a part of Mr. punnack's order.
Mr. Dunnakk , thinking that I might have the book for sale,
wrote me

ordering three copies.

I cut off the

top of his letter,

the rest being personal, and sent it in to Houghton Mifflin as an
order from the State Library. Have they not filled this order

for

three copies , sent thus indi^rectly ? And have you not supposed one
copy was ordered and sent me the other two?
I will hold them awaiting your reply, but feel that there
is 3orr,e misunderstanding about the original order and t at I would
best not give them a ay before knowing whether you want them back
again.
Most sincerely,

December 7, 1927

Fannie Hardy Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
My dear Miss Eckstorm:
Miss Brainerd has just called my
attention to your letter of December 6.
We sent the two books for your
autograph and at the same time I sent
you a long letter.

Very likely you have

received the letter by this time.
Very truly yours,

HED
ME

Henry E. Dunnack,
State Librarian.

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

December 8,1927

Dear Mr. Dunnaek
Now I understand about the two copies of the
Minstrelsy received from you.

Your letter did not get here until

this morning. Miss Brainard's came also, I ought to add.
I had been having trouble with the shipping room
ers. A book which I sent out with a gift

of the publish

card was sent to me, card

included, although it plainly showed that it was intended for a man
who had done us favors. On the other hand, co-Dies for my own private
use were sent off to some one else and I had to hunt them up by
telephone— and have not received them yet, although they were advance
copies'.

When I got two more from you I concluded that the shipping

clerk of H.M.Co. must be dead and they were all wearing crape on the
left arm.

It looked like another misunderstanding of a perfectly

clear order.
I will inscribe

the books and return soon, but not today on

account of the storm, which rages terribly.
Thank yoiiffor you kind words about the book. No

opinion in the/-#%

State would rank so high as an authority, and I know it will do
much to help the sale.
using the last
Christmas it

I trifSt you would not object to the publishers

two sentences as a testimonial. Coming just before
would be of

no little benefit to them.

You would be delighted to see the great roll of photostats I got
-this morning from the Massachusetts Archives, signatures of Indian
and treaties and the like for fufure studjr.
Most cordially

deedj?

December 10, 1927
Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
I am glad the books and the letter arrived
all right and that this matter has been safely
adjusted.
I shall be very glad to have you use the
statement.
follows:

I think I would like to phrase it as

"Every member of the library staff is

greatly pleased with the "Minstrelsy of Maine."
We think it is the most worth while Maine item
added to the library in years."
On what condition do you get the photostats
from the Massachusetts Archives?
Very truly yours,

HED
ICE

Henry E. Dunnack,
State Librarian.

P.S.
The two autographed books have just
reached us for which we send you many many thanks.

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

November 23,1938

Dear Doctor Dunnack:
'flhen the enclosed note from you —(which I have
returned corrected)—

came, I was too deep in our next book to

make any acknowledgment.

Thank you, though so late.

The next book T,vill be Volume I, of "Maine ^exts of Traditional
British Ballads." It will cover those recognized by professor F.J.
Child in his great work.
been able to obtain them.

It will include the airs so far as we have
The Yale University „ress will print the

work, which in addition to Miss Mary W. Smyth and myself ; as editors^,
now includes Mr. Phillies Barry, the recognized authority on folk-lore
and folk-music, who has joined us in the undertaking.

This winter

Miss Smyth, Mr. parry and -ryself will be working on the second
volume of the "Maine ^exts".
Maine has proved a field unexpectedly rich in folk-song and
you will have reason to be pleased with what has been recovered even
at this late date, when most of the old singers have joined the
majority, taking their old son rs with them.
I want to call your attention to two recent books by publishers
*

a little off the well-known lists. „rof. E.B.Delabarre, of Brown
Dniversityj has recently issued a monumental work upon "J)ighton Rock"
and other rook inscriptions of *Tew England. Published by waiter ivreale,
37 East 38th st. N.Y.C., at $6.00.

You will/need it .

I should

advise two copies, as such a work goes out of print rather soon.
_rofsssor „elabarre is a Maine-born man, hence another point of
interest.

The

other book, is not yet issued, but advance orders are

eing taken. It is. Col. Charles E. Banks's

"The English Ancestry and

Homes of the Pilgrim gathers", to be issued by Frederick H. Hitchcock
105 West 4oth Street, New York City, at $30.00 for the volume,
payable in advance.

The number of copies will be quite limited and ia

cost of preparation has been very high.

But knowing, as you do, the

fine scholarship of Dr. Banks, who lived long in Portland, and that he
spent four years in residence in England in research in making this
book, you will appreciate

the importance of it.

Co <

|

Finally, D.C.Heath report that on December 1 they are going to
A
elt down the plates of my "Bird Book", so that will be out of

|
print after the copies on hand are sold.

If you, or the state libra

ries wish copies of it they should be ordered soon . I know you have
a copy, but perhaps some of the smaller libraries might wish one on
t ieir shelves.
No, this is finally

!

I am sending you some clippings

3aved by my sister many years ago -in a stats of hash, because the
article was so run in among advertisementsr which give some names of
Maine people whom you are likely to miss in your effort to preserve
the na es of those well k.own or useful.
you will find

some you had overlooked.

in such poor condition.

I feel sure that among them
I am sorry the material is

I think it must have been publisher; about

1900 in some Bangor paper, probably the Commercial
ith best wishes,
Sine erely,
-

//.

£

.November 26, 1928
Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Your lwtter was a great delight. First, I am very grateful for
your correction in regard to the Baron of Pentagoet. Isn't it curious
that the Librarian of the Newbury Library should have made such a
mistake. I am writing him today so he may make the necessary
correction.
So your next volume is on the wayl

We are.all very much excited.

This will certainly be a great addition to Maine history, poetry and
folk-lore for it seems to me it covers in a fashion all of them. The
addition of Mr. Barry to your staff ought to make this volume of the
very highest value.
Many thanks for your reference to "Dighton Rock," by Professor
Delabarre, We have ordered this book as well as "The English
Ancestry and Homes of the Pilgrim Fathers."
I note what you say about your bird book. I think we will run a
little note on this in our January bulletin.
It was very thoughtful of you to send us the clippings on Maine
people. We are constantly on the search f:?r these. They have not
been checked up yet but doubtless there will be several new names
to add to our list.

Mrs. Eckstorm .... 2

Under separate cover we are sending you with our compliments
"Music and Musicians of Maine."
Very truly yours, HED:ME

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

Beeember 6,1938
Dear Mr. Dunnack:
The copy of Mr. Edwards«s "Music find Musicians of
Maine"

fascinated me from the time I opened it

and found what

a wealth of information and appreciation it contained.

It is a

golden book which can contain the stories of such singers as
Cary and irellogg and Nordica and Barnes , .coming from the boundaries
of the wilderness to conquer

the most cultivated and critical

cities of the world.

beyond

It

the ordinary romances

of

mere invention, which dare not be so impossible.
Mr. Edwards has shown great perseverance in collecting the
material of which his book is woven

. It shows that the few great

singers were the product of a wide-spread interest in music through
out the state .

They had at their own doors many who could appreci

ate and encourage them in their

efforts to

surpass.

It is against

this background of detail , so fully studied by Mr. Edwards and so
useful to the student, that the great ones stand out in such clear
outline.

Personally I very much appreciate what Mr. Edwards has

accomplished in this book, and

I know that its value as a book of

reference must increase with the years.

Thar.k yon for the copy you

sent me.
Would there be a chance to insert in the next

Bulletin this

little Want ? F o r our new book we need aore material upon certain
old song-8 and we must have it soon and from

regions which cover the

whole state, that is, provided anyone is willing to send us information
It would be of considerable benefit to us to get it before your public.
With many thanks for the book,
Sincerely,

English ballads still remembered.

And to get the airs of so

many of them is something of a feat.

No one else has touched

us on the musical side, either for quantity or quality.
You may he interested to know that some time since I found
a set of "Historia" with my old
story, "The Baron of pentagoet".

journeyman attempt at

a long

It is a complete file for the

yeax that story was appearing, original covers amid, all, probably
the only copy in existence e3cept that in the ^ewberry Library.
I should be indexing that ballad book instead of writing
you.

If I had more time I could

Trails.

be more civil about the Indian

I don't remember what I may have written you long ago,

but perhaps

it

needs some revision.

It would not take very

long to write up the subject, if j were to go to work at it.
»phe. most that is needed is a knowledge of jndians and the woods
and a good map.
With best wishes,
Sincp-ireiv.

iP.K-to-c-P

^/ij

MRS. PANNII H. ECK«TORM
firs WILSON STRKKT
BREWKR,
MAINE

July 11,1939
Dear Mr. Dunnaek:
I have not forgotten that the valuable Telos
Ganal book was due today ; but as I have not finished my work
on it, I feel I must keep it a while longer. Better to pay dues than
to return it with the work undone.

But I have had two guests,

my accomaodator has been ill and unable to help me and yesterday
was spent at the University where they were dalling me up with
pretty-pretties, which seemed a bit out of place for one who has
done no more than I have to deserve them.

However, when the next

book is out in September, I hope to have something worth while
to show for several years of hard work.
I will return the Telos canal book as soon as I

can; but this-evidasce I canunderstand and explain better

than

the young men who are interested, so I want to help them— perhapt
I should say Myron Avery personally— in interpreting some details •
I used to know an old man who was in the crew that made the Cut.
May I say that I was glad to learn of your re-appoint—
ment as State Librarian.

You have done very much to bring the

Library to the people, and personally I have reason to be grateful
for favors.
Most sincerely,
//.

WAITED.

For the forthcoming book of old

English ballads, almost ready for printing,which
is being prepared by Miss Mary ff. Smyth, Mr.
\AA)^'FOvmvOL
Phillips Barry and tsyooM, we need as soon as
possible sore »ore cppeesof several songs
that we may ascertain how generally they were
known in Maine and in what forms.
Anyone who could send me traditional versions
of thetexts, particularly if accompanied by the
airs)pf the following songs, would confer a favor.
But the texts must not be from printed copies,
le can use only

those learned from sore one else

and need most those passed down in a family for
ge tier at..o ns.
le wart "Little rusgrcve and pady tjarnard"
oftener known in Maine as "Little Massy Groves? or
"Lord Arnold" or "Lord panner", with the air and
whatever Is known of the history of the song.
We want also "The Drowsy Sleeper", often
£ailed "The Golden Dagger" or "The Silver Dagger",
and the air of this is Particularly wanted.
We want .also "The

T wo

Sisters" , who were

"walkinsr by the river's brim" when "the older
«•.

pushed the other one in".
somewhere

We hope to find

the oldest form of this song

in which the violin strings speak and tell
the story of the murder.

v«e want also old traditional airs of
"Cart, ward the Pirate" , "Sir ^adrew Barton^
U
"The Fair Maid by the Seashore", "Lovely jimmie
"Lost Jimmie Whalen" ,"The Bloody Miller "
and "The Hangman Song" often known as "The
Golden gall".
Anyone a; le to give the information
wanted will confer a favor and may perhaps
contribute, something of importance to the
knowledge of these songs.
-f$a?s.) -Dannie H. Ecksto-rar
173 Wilson St .,
Brewer, Maine

•

December 14, 1928

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
We are inserting your request in
our Library Bulletin which is going to
press today.
We are very"glad to be able to co
operate with you in this matter.

Indeed,

we feel under so many obligations that
we have no hope of ever being out of
your debt.
Very truly yours,

HED:ME

January 18, 1929

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
We shall be very glad to have the
Little Pilgrim if it has the Little
Prudy stories. Otherwise I do not tkink
it would be of any value to us.
We cannot use the other magazines
to which you made reference.
We greatly enjoyed your information
about Little Prudy. We will certainly
add this to our permanent files.
Very truly yours,

HED:ME

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

July 8,1939

Dear Mr. Dunnack:
I am shocked to find that your letter about

Indian Trails has been lying since June 341 I had company come
and had to clear up my dining-table, which is my big work-table
just now. All papers were dumped, and this was in the dump.

I

happened to think of it tonight and hunted for it in the eozoio
st fata•
I have seen nothing recent on Indian frails. Mr. SlJ^arbird's
book I consider very good, for a book which has to be made up from
paper sources, with no personal acquaintance with Indians.
^he article Qtn Sun-up I have not seen, but it seems to me that
anything with the title "Mystic Indian "ater ^rails" must be
pure bosh.

There cannot be a "mystic water trail" so far as j can

see— though there possibly might be secret ones, that is,

some

not widely known or used, fhe person writing pB^haps meant tc
say "Mysterious" and thought "mystic" meant the same thingl

But

even that is not sensible.
Some day I mean to write down the principal Tndian routes
known to me in this state. So far I have had t o put Indians to
one side , waiting upon ballads.

The ballad book will be out in

September, if all goes well, and I think you will see why I have
r*

been busy the past few years.

*et this is only the first volume, as

planned. Another is well along (but publication not yet arranged for,
so kindly don't mention it), and a third is progressing. I can
promise you that it is the best thing done in America since Prof.
Child died thirty odd years ago ; and only one other (Scotch)will
rank with it— Gavin Greig,s "Last leaves of Traditional Ballads".
You will be quite croud to know that in Maine there are so many old

August 1, 1929

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Your recent letter in regard to trails and
other matters has been received. It will be a
matter of great rejoicing if you ever take up
the Indian Trail proposition.
We are now looking forward with keen interest
to your Ballad Book. It is a matter of great
satisfaction to know that in Maine there are so
many old English Ballads still}. remembered. I
certainly congratulate you on being able to dis
cover the airs of so many. This will make your
book invaluable.
So you have found a set of Historia. May
I hope that you will add that to the Maine Author
Collection. It does seem as though it should be
here. Therefore, I am making the strongest appeal
possible in hopes that you may see your way clear
to send it for our collection.
Very truly yours,

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

October 19,1939
Dear ir. Dunnack
Today I returned by insured mail the pamphlets

on the

melos

Cut, which I have had so long.

I was doing a pecu

liar and rather fussy piece of work on it, and, though I have had
the book so long, I had not finished iwth it. This summer has been
so hard and so busy that I could not do anything more than was
demanded by the book on ballads, now just out of the press.
I am returning you the four cents postage on^the ^elos Cut

book, expended in forwarding to me, and will settle the fine when I
know what it comes to, but I did not undertake to reckon it myself.
Hope I shan't have to mortgage my house to pay iti
prefer

that set of Historia

But if you

with the old story of Baron 64stine

in it, I may deoide to let you have it.
Monday I go on to Boston to work
and elsewhere.
rest me.

for pleasure in the Archives

I am steeped in ballads and want some Indians to

The enclosed sheets were made out by our colleague, Phillips

Barry;to show what this new book has accomplished in the way of Maine
material.

Another volume, as large as this, is all ready for the

publishers' decision.
I shall be in Boston some weeks. If you don't get your fine
immediately, pray don't think I have run the country; I was only
sorry not to be able to fini3h working out my

material from the

Telos book, which proved to be decidedly interesting.
Most cordially

COPY

November 5, 1929.

Mrs• Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
173 Wilson St.,
Brewer, Maine.
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm;I am wondering about your collaborators in the
preparation of the Minstrelsy of Maine and British,'Balladry. Were
they born in Maine, and if they were not, how does it happen they
became so interested in the study of folk-song in Maine? If you
cannot answer this question perhaps you will be good enough to
refer it to them. It seems such remarkable good fortune for this
state to have persons interested enough in its balladry to rescue it
from oblivion. Such an unthinkable amount of work that must entaill
I haven't seen "British Balladry" in Maine" as
yet, but I have no doubt that Mr. Dunnack has ordered a copy. Please
don't forget to see that we have an autographed copy for the Maine
Author Collection.fe don't ask you to give it to us, so please make
your bill in duplicate to the Maine State Library. Will you add a
line of two about the writing of the book?. That always adds s©
much to any book, and it will have a special interest in this case.
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November 18, 1929

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
Apt.4
71 West Cedar Street
Boston, Massachusetts.
My dear Mrs. EckstormjThank you for your vdfry interesting letter.

I am

so delighted that you will write that long-needed account
of the Indian Trails in Maine, and I hope that you can
begin it at once.

Mr. Dunnack has doubtless already

written you about it, but perhaps.you won't mind being told
twice that the Maine State Library will be very grateful to
you for making available in print your knowledge of
the trailg•
I have just been looking at the library copy of
British Ballads in Maine.

It even exceeds my expectations.

How

proud you and your collaborators must be to have accomplished
such a fine piece of work.

I am glad that it is printed

bound etc. as it deserves to be.
You are correct in thinking that I used to be
Miss Cobb.
Very truly yours,
(Signed)MGF

November 20, 1929

Mrs. P'annie Hardy Eckstorm
Apartment #4
71 West Cedar Street
Boston, Mass.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Your "British Ballads Prom Maine" has
been received. The autographed copy for the Maine Author
Collection has not yet reached us. Last night I happened
to be in Farmington talking to a club about books. You
may be sure it was a very great pleasure to be able to
tell them about yournew book, "British Ballads From Maine".
Aside from the fact that it is a contribution of great value
to scholars, it is also a delight to those who are looking
for something to read just for the joy of reading.
When the third volume arrives, I am sure
Maine will have been placed in an enviable place among states
in regard to her balladry.
In regard to Indian Trails, how many words
or pages do you imagine will be required to print your essay?
We shall be very glad to print it as a Bulletin of the Libra
ry. We have wanted this bit of work done for so long, that
I am overjoyed to know that you will undertake i%.
Very truly yours,

HD/S
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MRS. FANNIE H. ECKBTORM
173 WII-SON STRUT
BREWER,
MAINE

Dcember 13,1939
Dea

Mr. Dunnack:
I have at last got you a copy of the

"British Ballads from Maine" for your Authors' Collection.
There was notions to be had in Bangor on my arrival home
and they had to order for me. It seemed to cose by slow
freight, but is now arrived.
However, it still lacks the graceful dedicatory
words you wished, so I must send to Mr. Barry a requisition
for

some sentiments and his signature. Then that must go to

Miss Smyth, who is now in New Jersey and won't be home
till the 19th, and then she must sign and send it to me.
So I think it till be after Christmas before you get the
book.

But please

"don't shoot the organist"— who is doing

her best.
You asked , by Mrs. Fuller, in a letter of November
5th about my collaborators.

Miss MaryrSf. Smyth was bor.in

Bangor, the daughter of the Rev. Dr. ^ewman Smyth and his wife
Annie Ayer, daughter of the banker ^athan Ayer and sister of
Fred W. Ayer, at one ti;ie president of the Eastern Manufacturing
Company.

On her father,s side she was the grandaughter of

Professor Smyth, long of Bowdoin College, of old Wiscasset or
Pittston stock . She may be set down as pretty.thoroughly

Maine.

About twenty-five summers spent at islesford gave her the
personal acquaintance of many of the best class of our seacoast
people, who have been of inestimable help in this book

I never asked Mr. Phillips Barry where he was born, but
I know he comes of old and distinguished Massachusetts stock.
And I know that about twenty-five years ago he was in
Brunswick long enough to collect many old airs and songs,
chiefly from T-rish residents of that town.

Tre

also had done

collecting in Massachusetts and in Vermont, and I believe
what he got from "ew "ersey and Pennsylvania may have been
personally collected, but I not sure.

Mr. Barry is a Harvard Man, with an M.A. and a S.T.B.
to his name.(perhaps I should say

of Miss Smyth that

a Smith College M.A. and a Yale un iversity PhD.)

sne is

Mr. Barry

is a notable scholar, an expert in musical notation , an
authority on folk-lore. This is probably private, but I know
that h e reads" Irish and

that h e

studied Egyptian i n order t o

master some point connected with a Greek thesis.

ne

toldme

that he learned ^anish not long since in order to work out a
roint; and he has both ^ebrew and Arabic and
easier tongues, so that

any number of

he ranks as a scholar of the first

order.
We were fortunate in having the collaboration of such a

man, especially as it was

volunteering on his part.

When

r.e found out what we were doing, he asked if he could not join
us.

Neither Miss Smyth nor I knew anything about music, and

little enough about most others things needful, so we were
overjoyed at such an accession and voted him in as commadiiigg
officer of the whole brigade, and forthwith wrote the book over
again a few times in order to make a place for ouisli" on nnqnj qifrion
In time I will send the

special copy for your shelves
Sincerely,

COPT
Seeeafoer 16, 1929
Mrs. Fannie H. Eekstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear *rs. Eekstorm;Your letter with the

good news that

you have secured a copy of "British Ballads

from Maine"

for our Maine Authors Collection has reached us. We are
very grateful for your interest in this collection , as
well as fbrithevaluable and interesting additions which
you are personally making • There is no particular
hurry

about forwarding this particular item. So long as

it is on the way we are contented and happy.
The information you sent
us about your collaborators is Just what we wanted for our
files.
Very truly yours
HD/S

MRS. FANNII H. ECKSTORM
173 WlLJON STRBET

Jan nary 17,1930
r
Dunnack:
:
You may think I have forgdtT8Wal1 about my
promise to do something on the Indian Routes of Maine.
Instead I have been working along at it, clearingand getting ready to do a thorough job, if you want one.
I spenfT~more than six weeks in Boston, and ouch of the time I was
working in the Archives and the Massachusetts Historical Society,
looking up material.
I am down to rock bottom now. I have found Capt. Joseph
Jean's old scout map of 1741, supposed to be lost, of greatest
value for western ,raine. I have Col. Allan's papers ,with eastern
n.faine in detail. 1 have Chadwick and Montresor and Hugh Findlay—
all before the ^evolution-for upper penobscot. Also I have gone
over all the maps in the Massachusetts Archives bearing upon
early surveys and town plans, and have notes on all of tham; together
with my notes on nearly all the town histories of Maine. Plus my
own experience upon the almost unmapped country in tyancock and
Washington Cotmties, some of the hardest in the stibe.
I think that now I can start in and give you what no one
J
else has ever been in a position to give. The only thing I lack
m
is very full information about Arnold's route from survivorsof
1
his party. Still I have an advance sheet of the government topograph!
survey (which may not be published for some time yet) giving
some of the most difficult parts of it through the Chain Lakes.
HovK'tell me what you want done..
i
:
Sy own opinion is that there should be a brief explanation of~
the why and wherefore of woods travel— which few people understand
now, even though they may go into the woods; for roads in stammer
have broken up the old routes and great water st orage projects
hare changed many things.
Afao there should be some explanation
of the old fort'STciFT^aine.-- - How many in your library can tell
why Fort Point was put where it is (Iu»an Fort Pownall on Fort "
Point, of course) instead of at Fort Knox? or Castfenets old f rt?
or ^eorgeis Fort, or Richmond, or Brunswick Fort or Halifax?
There was a reason for ali-tijis, which it sesms should be brought
out now, even though it might Require a few words to do so.
If you will tell me your ideas as to what you wish irinted
I will see what is to be done with the material. It is of couifir
much condensed— and yet to cover all the routes of Maine 4* a©
J
slight task. And, as in the case of railroads, yoi ©asmention.-,. I
the railroad without mention of its termini, even if they are outside •>
of the state. I should have to cover the ground from Take Charaplain
and Montreal and Quebec to St. John River, and even
- * w* | 4
with the ~reat Routes* We have the Great Routes, the Lesser Ho<-tes
i
and the Cut-offs to handle, the latter very numerous.
Dear

Mr.

Most sincerely,

—- M

MK«. FANNll H.BOKmRM
ITm Wll*ON 9THBKT
BRfWIR,
MAIN!
March 19,1930
Dear Mr. Dunnack:
The books on Arnold's
i
and are just what I want.

March came safely

I wanted to get at original

statements of the condition of the country at the time
when the Dead River was the short route to Quebec, so as
to compare distances , as stated in original reports, with the
very recent topographical maps.
What yousand does finely
your debtor.

and I am deeply

Some time you shall have the Ballad Book

duly inscribed. I have sent it on to Mr. i^arry and Miss
Smyth and they will return it to me soon.
With hearty thanks,
Most sincerely,

January 22, 1930

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
IT© Wilson St.,
Brewer, Maine.
My dear Mrs. Eckstorm;How can I make suggestions about your
writing about the Indian Trails when you know so much more about
the subject than anyone in the state? Of course I shall be delight
ed to lend you material available here which might be helpful to
you, but all I can offer in the way of suggestions is to saywrite everything you want to write, in as great detail as you
choose, in the form which seems best to you.
What you say about explaining in some detail
the whys and wherefores of wood travel and of the reasons for the
locations of the various forts interests me especially. Too many
writers confuse their readers and lessen the value of their books
by assuming that facts which are entirely familiar to them are
also well known to their readers. It is far safer and more satisfa.
factory to assume that the average reader has absolutely no back
ground of information on whys and wherefores.
Probably you have seen Kenneth Roberts new
novel, "Arundel", which is a narrative of Arnold's expedition to
Quebec. The endpapers give a map of the route of the expedition,
probably you are familiar with the maps in Godman's book..Mr.
Roberts used the U. S. Topographic maps, pasting the various
quadrangles together, but he may not have had the advance sheet
of the chain of Ponds which you mention. As you know, there are
several diaries kept by members of the expedition and we shall be
glad to lend you any of these which you wish to use.
I cannot tell you how delighted I am that
you are at work on the Indian Trails and I shall consider it a
privilege to assiat in any way I can in furthering the publication
of your work.
Very truly yours,

H

£A

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON BTRCKT
BREWER,

MAINE

March 11 1930
Dear Mr. Dunnack:
I have not forgotten the pamphlet on Indian Routes
which I promised you long ago. Pieces of it lie
my

scattered over

tables under piles of other stuff which has risen to the top;

but a good deal of solid work has been put into it.
I found that merely to give the various routes would be so dry and
so little comprehended by most that I have felt obliged to work
out the reasons back of them and to explain some of the more remarkable
physical features of the state. Then , too, I had to buy all the
D.S.topographical maps issued so far, to be sure that I was getting
things correct according to the latest and best maps, as well as
according to the old plans in the Archives. There are still some few for
which I

must send to Washington, as they are not listed on the Index

Map of 19S6.
I have worlad out John Allan's route, by which he ledt the St.
John Indians into Maine, and Can show what a masterly piece of planning
it was.

Now I am ready for Arnold's Route.

Have you conveniently near at hand anyjDf the ^£©3rlowing— Dr.
Senter's Account of the ArTsnoId Expedition? Joseph Ware's Journal?
Dearborms journal? f^Simoi^F^es1 s^Narratlve? Abiwra^Stocking's

Journal?/

All were on the Arnold route and all wrote accounts of it. Some of
them were published as "Extra Numbers" of the Magazine of History, a few
years ago.

I could use as many of them as you have

on hand.

I have not forgotten the inscribed copy of "British Ballads from
Maine". It has been on my table for three months waiting for Mr. B #ryy
and Miss Smyth to write and

sign a slip of paper to put into it!

Be patient— I have to bei
Cordially,

s</

March 14, 1930.

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
I was very glad to receive your
recent letter and to know that you are on the Indian
Trails. We are looking forward to reading this man
uscript with great anticipation.
I am asking the reference librarian
to send the material you requested. I regret that
we do not have Simon Pobe's Narrative and Abner Stock
ing's Journal. The others will go forward at once. If
at the end of the usual time you require these books
for a longer period, will you please write me a personal
note and I will see that the matter is adjusted.
I notice what you say about having
Mr. Barry and Miss Smythe sign a slip of paper to put
in "British Ballads from Maine". Would It not be bet
ter to send the book and have them actually write in
it? We will be very glad to pay any expense, and will
take the chance of losing the book.
Very truly yours,

HD/S.

MRS. FANNIC H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

April 1,1930
Dear Mr. Dunnaek
I have just mailed you the,j>»®fcB loaned
me in March, and, unless j forget it , will enclose you the
postage you prepaid to me.

Thank you for the volumes.

I found, to my surprise , $hat

the diarj; of Ebenezer Wild (in the Mass. Hist. Soc. proceedings)
is only a cory of the journal of Joseph
Capt.

Ware in the Re&ister.

enry Dearborn,s journal is remarkably good in its

topography, which was what I was after—to see how they put
down their distances.
For the last fortnight I

nave not been able to do muoh

on 'the paper, but there is really a good deal of work underlying
it which will not appear in the paper itself, except in its
soundness. I have almost a mind to put in one thing which I
worked out, which appears interesting, namely the reason why
Fort walifay was built at W&terville.
george Tfashington has just lost Fort
of the

A young officer named
ecessity at the junctioif""*"

Ohio river, and this was to offset that

French back from

and hold the

working down the Kennebec. So much of this

stuff lies deep underground, like that bit. Had the French

come

down below Norridgewock, they would have flivided **aine and the
English then could not have held even the mouth of the river.
Fine hit that, and a fine man capt. Wiifcliam Lithgow, who built
the fort there.
As to the book of Ballads, I have not yet received it. Shall
try to get Mr. Barry to send it on seon, as I bought the book
four monxhs ago.It will come some day.
Sincerely

April 2, 1930*

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Every letter we receive from you
in connection with the Indian Trails gives us added
pleasure. The discoveries you are making, like that
of the diary of Ebenezer Wiid being a copy of the
journal of Joseph Ware; also that note about the
reason why Fort Halifax was built at Waterville.
Where in the world did you pick up this last bit of
informat ion?
We are not at all worried about
the book of Ballads, so long as it is on the way.
We will be very glad to continue
to assist you in connection with the Trails.

Very truly yours,

HD/S

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

MAINE

April 23,19-30
Dear Mr._j)unnack:
At last the book of "British ^allads" is ready
to send you. I have indeed been holdino it for some days
to see whether I should get a copy of "The Woodpeckers" for
which you have been waiting so long, thinking to send both
together.
But second thoughts hold me back. What if yot\have
obtained "The Woodpeckers" yourself and do not care for another
copy at the high price I had to pay for this?
For full two years I have had a book man advertizing for
"The Woodpeckers " in the Publishers Weekly. This is the first
copy offered. I had to cay #3.50 cash to get it, and that does
not cgrpr thf» actual expense to me, as I had to pay a boy for
delivering^Tt to me and the postage to you.
I cannot let you have the Woodpecker book for less than
$4.00, as I must make up a part of what I lose in postage on the
"Ballads" from this book. I shall wrap the "^allads" in the
same paper in which it has already wade two journeys and you will
see that,without the cost in getting it to yaa, already $1.44 in
postage has been paid on it, in order to get your inscription
written in as you wanted it.
Mr. Barry is extremely conscientious. When the inscription
was written, he felt that the book trust go first-class, so he ^aid
out.$1.30 in order to get it to me.
I fear I am not so conscien
tious, as I shall send it to you in ordinary mail, because my
understanding of the law is that words of dedication and greeting
on cards, photos, Christmas peasants and books do not make a
parcel first-class.
Nat urally I can hardly let one who is not a citizen of Maine
pay so much for the privilege of doing a favor, so I can not
give you the advantage of the dfecount I obtained from the Bangor
bookseller of whom I bought it. I shall have to charge you $10.00
for the two books, or?6.50 if you wish only the Ballads. On
learning what you want, I will send a formal bill.
- Bo you know anything about the 100 copies of the "Mfcnatrftley
oi Sfaine" which the State egislature voted to buy? We have had
no royalty on them, so I presume they have not been purchased,
and I do not know whose
business it is to look the matter up,
which should be done soon or we shall lose the sale. As thf
has never brought us in a cent for all our work,I feel we ought
not to let lliis order pass by default.
I am working- on the Indian Routes. Whether I am doingjust
what you want or not, I don't know; but it is what seems to mfe
ought to be done. But I have not been strong enough to work mu ch
at a time and often the verification of a small statement rsans
much time spent over maps and details. Do you need it at any
specified time? ^eaven knows I am anxious enough to get it dorttr; as other work neeefs to come forward and can't be done till this
is finished.
There are still maps which I should get from
Washington, as I can't buy them here.
With geeetinss to all

April 24, 1930

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
I was delighted, with your letter and the news
it brought from you. Send the "Woodpeckers" along
at once.
I notice what you say about the price. This is
entirely satisfactory, and it is equally true concerning
the balance. We are very willing to pay for all costs
in connection with securing this valuable addition to
our Maine. Author Collection. Therefore we shall expect
you to send both volumes at your earliest convenience.
The only thing I know about the "Minstrelsy of Maine"
is that we are ready to purchase one hundred copies. In
asmuch a Houghton Mifflin are the publishers of the book
perhaps I had better order one hundred copies through the
regular channels, and then the royalty will reach you in
the usual manner. Let me know if this is your under
standing.
I do not know how we shall ever thank you for
doing the Indian Routes. As to the method, I am very
sure whatever you decide will be wise. So far as I can
find out, no one else knows anywhere near as much as you
do on this subject. There is no need to rush your work;
the only thing we are interested in is to encourage some
one to undertake it, to see it on its way, and to antici
pate its being finished, before it is too late to secure
the necessary information.
Very truly yours,

D/h

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET

BREWER,

'X,

MAINE

April 34,1930

Dear Mr. Dunnack:
I am pleased to know that you are in no
particular haste to have the Indian Routes. I wanted to
read over Lescar'oot, Champlain and Niclas oenys
to make
sure what they -would have to say about conditions before our
white people got fairly established
The Woodpecker book I will send when next I go to the
post-office, perhaps today, more likely tomorrow. If I enclose
tne bill with this, it is merely to save one letter.
I wish you would order of Houghton Mifflin the hundred
copies of the Minstrelsy. our contract with them was no
royalty at all until 1000 copies had been sold. In almost
four years they say that the sales do not yet amount to the
thousand copies. Your order would surely push the ball across
the line and compel them to pay something or else report no
sales.
y°u will order the hundred copies voted by the
legislature in 1928-9, it will help us out.
The "Ballads from vaine" is getting wonderfully fine
notices from the experts. The ordinary critics paid very
slight attention to it, but the leaders in ballad study have
been unstinted in their praise. They say that Dr. Louise pound
is a slashing critic, whose reviews are almost feared, but
I hardly see how anyone could have beeri more generous than she
is in the last number (Apr. 19) of Henry Canby's "Saturday
Review of Books".
And she is the foremost fighter in the
opposition to the "song and dance« theory of communal composi
tion, upheld by Kittreage, Gummere, ^resident Heilson and
other notable scholars— which by the way, we are going to
smash entirely in our next!
That perhaps accounts for Miss
pound,s friendliaess; she sees how the tide is turning and
welcomes our support to her side of the fight , which has waged
for thirty years.
We are still getting some remarkable texts, put they do
not come from the bookish people. Your very kimd notice in one
of the Bulletins never brought so much as an inquiry of interest
in tne subject. But an old fisherman, or quarryman, or lumberman
will know things really worth while!
We are hoping , oweve?
by the new Ballad Society of the Northeast to induce some of
the readers of books to sea.rch tneir memories for scraps of
songs and tunes which their grandmothers sang them to sleep with.
We are sure that they know much, only they do not know that it
has either interest o¥ value. They do not suspect ,for example,
that the lines "The cuckoo is a pretty bird, She sings as she
flies" are the clue to a problem of great importance which Miss
Smyth has been working on all winter in the great Widenar Library
at harvard.
To get all the rest of that song from Maine is
one of our principal objects of search.
Sincerely,

COPY

February 20, 1931
'"rs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;We are somewhat in doubt about which of the
various spellings of Abn-ki we shall consider the preferredone.We
note that you use the form Abenaki. May we know your reasons
for your choice of this in preference to one of the other
*£* "y

°

What is your opinion about the most correct
spelling of Father Ralefs name? Do you agree with Williamson's
note in the Bibliography of Maine?
We note in Iceland's "Algonquin Legends
of New England "references to manuscript, collections of Indian
legends made by Mrs. Wallace Brown of Calais, Maine.Can you
tell us anything about her and whether her collections oflegends
were ever published, either as a whole or in part?I suppose it
would not be impossible for her to be still living.
Besides yourself, who is an authority on
Maine Indians, especially on their language?I know that Dr.Ava
Chadbourne of the University of Maine has done some work on
the language but I do not know ho much. Do you know anything
about a man named Ben Curran --Eastport or 6alis, I think?
Have you written articles on the language
of the Indians which cov?d be obtained for our files?
I am sorry to bother you with so many
questions. The demand for Indian material is even greater than
usual at presentand while we have material satisfactory for
general use questions occur from time 14> time which need to be
referred to a real authority such as you. We do not make a prq,ctice of referring persons to you bbecause it has seemed that
that would occasion you a great deal of bother. Have we your
permission to use you as a reference when it is a question of
real research ?
I continue to hope that you will someday
have time to publish in book form some of your store of
information about Maine Indians.
Very truly yours
—.
i Jrv, M—- C—t i c .

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET
BREWER,

MAINE

-

_

February 21,1931
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Please don't think that "the State Library "bothers"
me. I am a good deal indebted to it individually and collectively
for favor8 and am glad to be able now and then to return one.
Besides, you know, I have a very high opinion of the work it is
doing in the State . The Bulletin I always save now that I appre
ciate it, and I regret the loss of number's that I gave away or per
haps sometimes destroyed in time? pa-st.
As to reference to me by real students, I am always glad to
help out, and especially to see that false statements do not get
bedded too deep into serious work. Today,s mail brought me a
request from ,,r. Allan Forbes, of the $tate Street ^,rust fcooklts,
and I shall be glad to help him . On the other hand, people doing
club papers and wanting cottages named "Holy Griefn or "Lake-side
to me and I
Tazz Bungalow", or things like that don't much appeal
am -grateful for being delivered from them,as it is not my job to
turn their ideas into Indian.
First as to spelling Abenaki-Abnaki. I don't know how to
spell it. Nobody can spell an Indian name until it is on a post-office
stamp or in a good gazeteer. Even then it was some one's ipse dixit*
The same Tndian won't pronounce the same word twice alike, and two
different ones agree only by accident; yet they both understand
each other, and are both right,-and you can't put down in ElEnglish
letters what either one saidJ
So of the two forms you glm# both
are right. The objection to the former is that it may be pronounced
A-ben-a-ki, which is wrong. You can't very well mistake the accent
in the second. I myself pronounce it A^naw-kl ,which is really the
same pronunciation as I give to the first spelling ,in which "Che
•$ii but elided. Ab'n-aki would really be the best form, as ifshows
the roots very nicely— waban. east, aukee, akl, land. But there you
are! We Yankees couldn't pronounce it, and would only call it some
thing else, probably I used Abenaki because it looks better; most
likely later on, I shall use the other because it is safer; anvway
there is no conscious conviction in my own case. .When I speak * the
words, I pronounce them as an Indian doesj— and when I spell, I
spell in the same way, to get an approximation to the sound. You see
I am no Webster^s Dictionary on these matters.
The best authority living, that j know, on Maine Indian language
is prof. William F. Ganong, of Smith College. I have worked with
him many yaars now and have the highest respect for his learning.
Mr. William Brooks Cabot of Boston is another most accomplished
student of Tndian; "But he tells me that our ?aine names trouble him,
as they are different from the languages he lenows. On the Montagnais
of Labrador, whereJie has been more than thirty times, and^the
names of southern ew England, he is most capable. whe third whom I
know is D?« Charles E. fjjanks, the historian, who worked with the
now deceasedWilliam wallace mooker, on the place names in his
history of varthaws Vineyard. This winter I have been working with

I find in housecleaning a number
of books and booklets, largely Maine
imprints and privately printed, some of
which you might like to have. I can't
name them off-hand, but several small
books of poems, an old copy of a novel,
"Christine" by Laura Curtis Bullard
(who wrote the much better book "Nowaday^1
a cony of Sylvester Juddus"Philo"
and " Margaret", etc.

•

Would you care for anything of this
sort?

I could give you several if you dij

1
Fannie
Feb.23,1931

ckstorm

'

-Jaim on some of his York,„aine, nam eg, for his forth-coming History
of York, which he says will be his Magnum Opus . (By the way,
Houghton Mifflin are just announcing a rather small edition of
an important book by him, and had another not long; before. The
Library ought to hav- all of Dr. Banks is books; they will grow
vastly more important as the years go by.)
I rrhsver heard of pen Curran of Eastport, or ^alais.
Dr. Ava Chadbourne'I know and think her work is confined
to place-names which she has gathered.
I forgot to say that J.H.Trumbull was the great authority on
New England language. The State Library probably does have, but
anyway ought to have his watick Dictionary, issued as Bulletin 35
by the Bureau of American Ethnology. Also it should have ftik
Father Rasles' Dictionary, of which I think copies can yet be
obtained from yarvard University; it is in French and very difficull
to work with, &ut as it is a book made in Maine of ^aine jndians,
the State Library oug-t to have it.
There are others, but they
are largely small things, fit for the fanciers, bringing high prices
The two named are still obtainable.
Also I forgot to say that anything Dr. Frank E. Speck write*
is worth attention. „e speaks indian with ease and had been much
with them. Our Tndians have told me, "tie spoke it Injun jus1 like Ii
Question three. Mr. W.Wa3fe,ce Brown was for a long time the
Indian agent for the passamaquoddy Indians, residing in Perry, Me.
His wife became much interested tfaethem more than fifty years ago
and had their entire confidence. They told her much that they did
not ordinarily speak of to white folks. She very generously lent
her manuscripts to Lelandl and he was greatly indebted to her. for
information ;for he was no Indian student himself. She printed
some few things in the Journal of American Folk-Lore in the early
nineties, if I recall. She died before her husband, who died several
year s ago/. This summer I asked a passamaquoddy indian what had
"become of the Indian curios she had collected and he said that he thought some of then: were sold to a Boston woman and that after her
hushand^s death his hoisskeepuihsd what he left, including his wifef?s
things. What became of her manuscripts or notes I do not know.
I would commend to you Miss Abby Alger®8 "In Indian .rents",
Roberts Bros. ,189?, as a very sound piece of Maine -j-ndian folk—lore.
If you don't own itip you should get It while obtainable.
Father Rale, Halle, ^asles is a hard man to name. I forget what
Williamson said. I notice that Parkman says Ralle ; I think I more
often say Rasles, because that is the full fBrm of p§le , the mark
above the a indicating in French that an s has been dropped, as ii
l'le for isle, etc. On the typewriter it is easier for me to w£' ite
the name in full than to stor and put the mark over the letter. The
form Ral&, sometimes seen, is mere vulgar ignorance. Once more I
don't know. So long as j am not printing the word, I don't like to
sto- and tackle it to see what I really ought to write. I ha^e see
his own signature to letters but from memory can't be sure what
for-: he used. On the title-page to his Dictionary of the Abnaki
language, it is printed Rasles— agreps with me, you seel
Thus far I have not printed anything on the ndian language; .1
I hope to do it some dayw^en I know everything.
Please excuse my typing. I have been having a felon on my for#
finger and typing is a hop,skip and jump peEformance,with many m^gs*
-«ost sincerely,
#

COPY
March 4, 1931

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
Brewer, Maine
Dear %s. Eckstorm;Thank you very much for joxxr exceedingly
interesting letter. J- enjoyed every word of it. You were very
kind to take the trouble to write at such lengthj I never
cease to fell that to ask questions of an author is an imposition.
•L am working on a brief(and entirely unscientific ) list of
references on Indian names

for the next issue of the Bulletin.

We have so many c lis for such references'. I am quoting bits
of

your letter;I hope that you don't mind.I should like to

quote it all it is

so much mo -e interesting

than anything

that I can write'
I will remember what you say about real students.
There are a few such persons in the world, I think, although
the majority of our qaastioners

are club paper writers, or

camp owners or something of that sprt.
We shall be very glad to have you send
any Maine items

us

which you may find in your house-cleaning,

now or at any other time .
Very truly yours,
JS

(R^

[VL-C-F

March 24,

C O P Y

Mrs Fannie Hardy Ecksborm,
Brewer , %ine
My dear Irs. Eckstorm;We received the collection of
books from you several days ago. Thank you for sending
them.® have not yet discovered whether

the authors are

or are not Maine authors.Griffith, whose "Poets of Maine" is
remarkably inclusive stops too early for the many poets who
wrote in the

nineties and a little later

have difficulty

in finding data

and so I always

about the minor poets of

this period.
Very truly yours,

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM

•

^

•«

:•

— -**-

173 WILSON STREET
JREWER,

MAINE

April 7,1931

Maine qtate LibraryAugusta , ^aine
Dear Mr. Dunnack:
I am needing,as soon as practicable,

for

consultation, a copy of the 1865 edition of Frederic bidder's
"Expeditions of capt. John Lovewell".

Could you lend me yours

for a few days— for I assume the State Library must have it.
Also, if you have them,the Elijah Russell edition of 1799 and
the Shirley edition, Portland, 1818.
I have entire photostats of the two 1725 editions and
partial ones of the Russell and Shirley, and own the Bouton
of 1861 and the ^idder of 1909; but I need to see the original of
those mentioned in my first paragraph.

I am bringing to a close

my long labors on the Lovewellts Fight , and want to leave nofctblag
undone

to make

the monograph correct.

Would you care to make a note of the following in your
Bulletin.

The last royalty returns on the "British ^allads i n

„ f aine" by Fhillips^arry , ?&nnie tf&T&y ^ckstorm and Mary Winslow
Smyth show almost three times as many copies sold in Great Britain
in the last tlx months as in America. The book has been warmly
received by the students of folk-song in England, and has been
quoted

a number of times

in the Journal of the Folk Song Society

as a standard for reference. Within a few weeks of its publication
an English writer requested Remission to reproduce a dozen of the ,
melodies in a book he was just

preparing, esteeming the Maine

airs as of great value and beauty.
for publication

A second volume is all ready

by the same authors, and a flourishing society

The Folk-Song Society of the Northeast has finished its first
year and printed two Bulletins.

over.'

j
[

April 10, 1931
Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
We regret that only one of the books which
you requested,the 1865 edition of Kidder's "Ex
peditions of Capt. John Lovewell," is available
here.

According to "A Bibliography of Maine

imprints," by R, Webb Noyes, there is a copy of
the Elijah Russell edition (1799) of Symmes, at
the American Antiquarian Society Library, Wor
cester, and of the J. Shirley edition (1818) at
the Library of Congress and at the New York Public
Library, and the New York Historical Society
Library.
Thank you for sending for the Bulletin the
very interesting item about "British Ballads in
Maine." You and your co-workers must feel very
gratified that the value of your labor is prop
erly recognized.

Do you think that the second

volume will be published soon?
Very truly yours,
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY MCP

Brewer, Maine, April 14,1931
Maine State Library
Augusta, ,faine
Dear Mrs. Fuller:

Thank you very heartily for sending the Kidder
•

reprint of Lovewell's Fight.
needed shocking badl

S&*

It was the one book I wanted and

And luckilyit had in it just what I wanted

most. I had written to every large And very learneeT library
the country trying to find

what wfeat

j

in

found in your little

book, and not one of them could give mejwhat wanted, from the Library
of Congress down. Some day you may know what it was.
As for the others, I knew you couldn,t have them, for

I

r\

——have loc'iaed the copies of tfchose

books in all the big libraries

and some of them you could count up on one hand, all of them o n two
hands.
~Tfnd

(I dsee x did overlook the N.Y.Hist. Soc. (must write them)

have not heard from N.Y. Pub. Lib (must write again) )
Anyway j thank you and will return the book with postage the

next time x go to the post-office.

My Lovewell's Fight book is

all ready for the printer except a few pages. Now we must *ee
whether any publisher wants it.

But I

know it is goodl

As to the second volume of the "British ^aUds" it has been
lying in the safe of the Yale Press for many months, waiting biter
business conditions. We know nothing of when they will see fitito
print it.

earwrhile the ballad work goes merrily on'wfth new discov

eries all the time.

Pray excuse typing: a felon on one

forefinger this winter, has made

typing hard work.

With thanks, cordially,
v

.

/

1

MRS. FANWE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET
BREWER,

MAINE

April 30,1931
*'

Mrs. Marion Cobb puller,
Maine s t a te Library,

^

Augusta,Me.

Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Your Bulletin came today and I have read over
twice carefully your Guide to Abnaki w ames and wish to espress
hearty approval of your work. I do not notice any important
reference omitted and your comments are judicious. I think you
have produced a useful list and I extend congratulations.

4

_

It may n help you in issuing books from the library, if I
tell you that Profeeor ^anong's papers would be very hard to
replace, if lost, and should not be issued to anyone unbound.
Nicolar»s "Red Man" is a rare book and some day will be held
1
at a high price. Only about 300 copies were printed in 1893,
and many of these were burned. It can be replaced only with difficulty
i>f destroyed and at a price which will advance as soon as the
old book men le^rn how rare it is. Laurent,s Dialogues already
sell at $5.00 a copy and is getting scarcer. (I differ from you
as to its bein- based on asles; my impression is that L auren "fc
could never have seen pasles' book, but I am too indolent to
|
look it up. Likewise.. I celieve the Kimzowi Awikhigan has no
connection with Rasles;it is a very rare book, and the only copy
I ever saw was in the Ayer Collection in the Newberry Library.)
Fer contra, Douglas-Lithgow is very common and can be bought
this week of Goodspeed for S3.00 (Cat #204,no.69) It need not
be starred and is a very good book to send out by mail, being frirmly
bound, on stout paper and not likely to be Injured, while very
easy to replace.
If your library does not have Roger William's trey, Trumbull's
latick Dictionary, Brinton and Anthony's Lenni -Lenape Dictionar y
(only §2.00 for a neZyi copy at Goodspeedts,no 33 their this week's
catalogue), I think you would do well to procure them.
Goodspeed is also offering another ^ndian Dictionary at a
i
low price, the Cree by Lacombe, but it is in French , rather
' {
rare and probably of little use to you. I own it, soTdon't try
for this"copy, which after all is rather for the specialist.
T hey have some very fine
T ndian items, but if I can get my pick
and angor can get what I have recommended, there woij't be so
many left for you
f

&

what a funny error your printer made on p. 89 when he
spell^T'fhe respectable Jonathan Buck of Bucksport as "Gothanan
Buck". Col. Buck will squirm in his grave at beinsc so derided.
I have set to work today to write out some of my Indian
notes on the names of beasts, birds, fishes,in Indian, with comparative
wcrk in various dialects and lanpuae-es and
d
for every Tndian name has a meaning?
Yours abbreviatedly,

+ hJ
the

T!eanin?

of the words;

J
'**1

May 4* 1931

'"rs. Fannie Hardy Eckstora,
Brewer, Maine.
Bear Mrs. Eckstorm;Thank -ou for your kindly

comment

on

ray n tea on Abnaki names references. I was very sruch pleased
because the article

met with your approval.
Thank you, also , for taking th ; trouble

to write about

relative- rarity of the

Abr.aki referene®®*

It Is toery helpful , as w«.ll an interesting, to have this
information. »e have tv.-o copies or ths Red Man. I knew that it
Is rare(one of the Kico^ara of this generation told i-e about
the f re) and I was rather surprised when

we were able to

obtain a copy of If, a few years ago. It seercs to me an especially
Interesting item, from all points of view. I have noi-ed in
the terious circulating and refer>orce copies of the Bulletin
your note about Laurent andKasles and I have also corrected
the Jonathan Buck error, which was, probably , mo e or less
my fault. Do you know, I can't help feeling rather flattered
when an error is detected and commented onjlt means that
an article , or a. paragraph , has had

some attention, and that

1s bettor than bein£ entirely ignored, isn't it?
Your Indian natural history list sounds very interesting*
I hope that I may see it when it is finished.
I continue to hope that I shall have the pleasure of
meeting

you. I should so much like

to listen to youjwhy donTt

you come to the Maine State Library?
Sincerely yours

May 4, 1931

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;Thsnk you for your kindly comment on
my notes on Abnaki names references.

I was very much pleased

because the articles met with your approval.
m

Thank you, also, for taking the trouble
to write about the relative rarity of the Abnaki references.
It is very helpful, as well as interesting, to have this
information. We have two copies of the Red Man. I knew that it
is rare(one of the Nicholars of this generation told me about
the fire) and I was rather surprised when we were able to
obtain a copy of it, a few years ago. It seems to me an especially
interesting Item, from all points of view.

I have noted in

the various circulating and reference copies of the Bulletin
your note about Laurent and Rasles and I have also corrected
the Jonathan Buck error, which was, probably, more or less
my fault. Do you know, I can't help feeling rather flattered
when an error is detected and commented onj it means that
an article, or a paragraph, has had some attention, and that
is better than being entirely Ignored, isn't it?
Your Indian natural history list sounds very interesting.
I hope that I may see it when it is finished.
I continue to hope that I shall have the pleasure of
meeting you. I should so much like to listen to you; why don't
you come to the Maine State Library?
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) MCP

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
1*73 WILSON STREET
BREWER, MAINE

I have opened this to say that Mrs. Susie C. Young of
30 Abbott St., Brewer, told me this morning that she had
your copy of the new history of Dresden.
I asked her if, instead of sending it back direct0
she would let me take it and return it to you, I paying
any overdue and the postage.
This probably is not regular, but you know me and I
will be responsible for the book, which I can not see
otherwise without going specially to Bangor , with two c&rf&res,
and then not getting it unless I make a special "hold"
request.
Quite likely it will come back to you so soon
that you would not know anyone but Mrs. Young had seen it,
but I do not wish to do anything irregular without reporting it.
Hastily
May 1,1931

Brewer, Maine, May 8,1931
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
This afternoon I rem&iled the History of Dresden ,
chafed to Mrs. S.C.Young, enclosing 12 cents for overdue, on
supposition that it would reach you tomorrow.

If I am

the

not correct

in my reckoning, I will remit more upon notice.
Two days since Rev. A.G.Hempstead of Brownville Junction
wrote me that his Master's thesis is in proof and will soon be
issued,probably by the University of Maine, since he wished me
to communicate with Mr. Ibbotson.

Probably you are already aware

of the subject and of the importance of this paper, which is
%*v+
quite a book, since it will 50 to 60 cuts and occupies almost
A
?.QQp>~. of MS.
It is a hist ry of ^umbering on the West Branch
^enobscot, including work from the beginning through the operations
of the Great Northern. Nothing like it has been attempted heretofore
and the information is precise and authentic.

The State should

see that a sufficient number of copies are printed to permit all
libraries in the

state to purchase copies.

I have no idea of

the size of the edition, but ,if you wish a very valuable treatise
to become available, you should put in an order for a sufficient
number of copies within a few ddfcs.

I am very^ acquainted with

the text in advance and can assure you of its value as a contribution
to information about the waine Woods.
Did I tell you that I had at last finished my book onCapt.
:Lovewell»8 Fight?

I have been working sixteen years on the

problem and at last have proved it up pretty well,it seems to me.
It has been sent to a publisher— who probably will not want it, but
|t tells more about the Fight than anyone before has ever found out.
Sincerely and hastily,

,

e

I should like to visit the State Library and the

Archives,

but so far I never seem to have had a chance to do it. No

>

doubt you have maps of the woods and perhaps manuscripts which
T

ought to examine. So far I have srot my maps in the Mass. Archives

but I need

a week more to hunt in this state for more^material.

Regarding the small book3 I sent some time since, they
were all, I believe, by residents of the state, or former^
residents, and most of them privately printed and therefore hard
to get hold of.
you have.

I have more, but larger volumes, which perhaps

^

MR*. FANNIB H. KCKSTORM
#** wl»on arrnmmr
BREWER.

\
*

MAINE

June 8,1931
Mrs. \farion Cobb ^uller
Maine State LibraryAugusta, Maine
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Probably you may by this time have seen a copy
of Mr. A.G.frefflPstead's masters thesis at the U.of M. on the
Penobscot B°om an(A
West Branch. It is a remarkably capable
and thorough piece of work, and trough it does not pretend to
be a thriller for latefnight-reading, it is to me a rr.ost inter-*
esting piece of work, very thoroughly done. It must be the
standard book of reference on the facts of Maine lumbering; and
even later and more comprehensive works can never dislodge this
from the place it holds of giving minute details in the area covered.
Possibly you will be interested also to know that I am on
the point of issuing a new edition of The Penobscot ^an. It rwill
have a half-tone frontispiece and my autograph on a part of th
eories. These will be larger in format than the previous editions
and will sell at 3.50; but I can still furnish the others at the
old price of 3.00 . I have renewed the copyright for another term of
years. The book still keeps up a slow but steady sale, and it
still seems unique in its field.

Speaking-of copyrights reminds me that the" Lewiston Joun&l
last week gave out that the Writers' Research Club was contemplating
Indians as a subject.
I am sorry it is bent that way, because
they do not know how much is to be done by experts within the next
few years upon some of the Indian problems of this state. The
subject is a most difficult one, and I am afraid the Club will only
run into difficulties if they undertake to popularize the subject
before the experts have gone ahead of them and explored the way.
If they want to see what they are getting into, a contribution by me
"Totes sj^q the Boston Trandscript of ^aturday (June 6) on Lobster Lake
and Vill~6cive them a taste of the sort of criticism they may expect
Queries-to meet. Many popular errors about our Indian place names are going
v
to be thoroughly exploded. You see I am one of the experts to whom the
United States Survey submits its advance sheets of our topographical
maps, and we simply can't have too many wrong opinions gain credence
-in* print. After the maps are printed, it will be less consequence, but
just now I am working trying to save some of our place-names in as
good form as I can get them, and it will be no help to have amateurs
rushing into print with their own notions, as "Brendan Lee" did in
the June ^arpers.
They would do we'll to wait.
But as to copyright, I fear they will get into trouble with
publishers— with Boughtop Mifflin, for example, if they try to use
the legends printed in Teland's books. The copyright, if renewed, and
you may be pretty sure it has been, has years yet to run, and the
Club will be liable for damages if it undertakes to infringe.
'^
Well, he that
to Cupar, maun to Cupar! 'Tis non« of my affair.
Most cordially,

Copy
June 12, 1931
Mrs Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
My dear Mrs Eckstorm;I always enjoy your letters so much! We keep them all,
and 1 refer to them and quote them, and generally use them, but besides
that they give me mu*h personal pleasure. I do appreciate your writing
so often and at such length. It is continually a marvel to me that a
person who writes and writes, a& you do, can find time for such letter®
I think that I (and the Maine State Library) am very fortunate* indeed
to be on your correspondence list.
X found the Transcript article and have clipped it for
our reference files; thank you for calling my attention to it.
We have not yet received Mr. Hempstead's book, but
we exspect a copy of it very soon. May I quote you when I note it in the
Bulletin: Your opinion, and commednatlon means something; and I imagine
Mr. Hempstead is glad to have your approval.
I think that the Maine Writers Research Club book
will not be done for sometime; it is not yet really started. As I
understand it, it will be in the nature of a school reader.
One of our patrons asks for the Indian name for
Lovewell's Pond; says he has been told that it is, or was, Mannomlssett.
Is this true, and if it is, what does the name mean? I think that I
have seen it so given somewhere, possibly in some publicity stuff and
that is so apt to be Inaccurate Isn't it discouraging that errors are
repeated and repeated, printed and reprinted, quoted and requoted,
while facta never seem to stick in the public mind *
Thank you again for your delightful letters.

^\

-v\

M

c.

MRS. FANNIK H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET
BREWER,

MAINE

June 15,1931

Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Replying to your query about the meaning of
Mannomissett, I do not recognize it as Maine Indian at all.
It looks like very good Massachusetts indian, but I should be
unwilling to speculate upon its meaning without having some
reliable citation of authority for theJfitJLfiFrinceV^hej^SSUrV•l
slight difference in writing a name may give you entirely^
different roots to work with, it is important to be sure
what you are working with before you begin to explain.
What is the Indian name of Lovewell's Pond? I know of
none. The first white men went there in 1643 and they kept
on going,but not one of theqa, so far as I was ever able to
discover ever called it anything but Sawco (Saco) Pond or
more rarely Pigwacket pond. Tt looks as if the aboriginal
name might have been long and difficult.
Anyway so far M
sixteen years of work upon that region in all the maps and
plans I could unearth in the archives of two states
have
not produced an iota of information about the name of this
pond. I have one scout map of 1740, but the pond is not named
I am sorry to have to say "I don't know" .
As far as I can see there is no way to make people
careful or^ accurate. Take the case ojf my pwn name. One
would supj&Sse that a book reviewer, with the book open
before him at the title page, might be able to spell it. Yet
three out of four persist in writing it Eckstrom. Mr. Hemp
stead said that he had great trouble in getting it right in hi
thesis, because the compositors insisted upon changing it for
him, although I know that his manuscript was correct, because
I saw it myself. That is only an example of the way in
which certain errors seem to be self-seeding. I am almost
done trying to put salt on the tails of mistakes in print I
Like Simple Simon I have to say
I cannot catch him
Because he will not stayI
Enough of nonsense. Again I regret not being able
to help you.
Sincerely,

June

16, 1931

Irs. Pannle Hardy Eckstona,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, %ine.
Dear %s» ^ckstorm;X have just been copying

your answer to

my inquiry about the Lovewell1s Pond name. Besides sending it to
the present Inquirer, there will be a copy of it In the reference
files »Jt is such a help to have a real authority to whoa we can
refer, but I do feel that I bother you too often. Thank you
very much for your interesting letter. Correspondence with you
is a real treat, as I have probably said before*
Sincerely yours,
^ C^rv-tcL
IH..C.R

June 16, 1931

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
173. Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;I have just been copying your answer to
my inquiry about the Lovewell's Pond name. Besides sending it to
the present inquirer, there will be a copy of it in the reference
files. It is such a help to have a real authority to whom we can
refer, but I do feel that I bother you too often. Thank you
very much for your interesting letter.

Correspondence with you

is a real treat, as I have probably said before!
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) MCP

173 Wilson Street, Brewer,Me
July 11,1931
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
gurely I am indebted to you for sending Mr. Coryell,
for we

had a very good day and I was glad to be able to help him.

He was well equipped for the work, trained and in earnest, which
all counts when you are giving your time and strength to strangers.
Every year I expect a certain number who have none of these quali
fications.
I appreciate your good-will in not sending everybody, though
when I can help a real worker, I am glad to do so.

will not be

My own life

unlimited and I think that by helping young men like

Mr. Hempstead, Myron Avery, Mr. Coryell and some others upon whom •
I have expended considerable time, I shall be doing better than if
I tried to be a dag in the manger and refuse to let others have what
I can not expect to use myself.
Thank you for

explaining your non-stop speech before the

woman's meeting in Lewiston.

I did see it in the paper, and of

course thought nothing about itj but a leading member of the club
in question, who is strongly opposed to taking up the topic decided
upon, because, as it happens she is one of the very
could do

some srood and original work

few women who

in that line, spoke of it

to me as something she could not understand. I will take the trouBl#^
to make it

clear to her I

My remonstrance to the undertaking was
I had the slightest expectation of discouraging

made, not because
the

club, but

because I wanted to serve notice that I was not intending to furnish
information when their wells ran dry.

Like Richelieu in the

play,

I drew a magic circle about me, and named a number of topics which

if they were wise they would not undertake.
be wise!

And I trust they will

There is going to be a head-on collision if they rehash

certain topics.
You ask about the Indian Trails.

As

far as j went, it was

all ready for the printer, but I stopped because I felt I must
get

the Lovewellts Fight done. After all the years of work I had

put into that , the work would be lost if j did not handle it myself.
It

has been finished twfcce and torn to pieces again, but I hopH^**^

"to get it done for the last time early next week. As the War Cry once
said of a pertain brother, he had been saved thirty-two times, and
he hoped this time he had the vietoryj This time I hope it is done:
which it is unless I make some new discovery. Now to get a publ£«feer.
None but a University -press would be likely to handle it, and all
publishers

just now

are too hard pushed to want what will not sell

^in quantity, and all buyers are alike in having slender purses#
As for the indian Trails, nothing was said about the printing
I believe.

Can you tell me what the ^tate would do about itT^
Most cordially,

173 Wilson §}t., Brewer, Maine
August 4,1931
Mrs. Marion $obb Fuller,
State Library, Augusta.
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
The Indian ceremonial at gangor was really
better than good. Everyone with whom I talked was much pleased
with it. And I have not heard anyone who saw it who made any
disparaging comment or wished he had been elsewhere.
For a show which was put on by the Indians thems eli
at very short notice,it was notably good. They made up the]
owR~~pj;pjgram, and I think that the only changes in it were by
way of shortening it somewhat.
Of course it was "inter-tribal" which Allowed a Siou£i«a«d
a Kiowa to show western dances and costumes, so that it was
not strictly Maine Indians. But I incline to think that the
introduction of the western element was an advantage and is
likely to prove a good point in future exhibitions. Already
some western Indians have indicated their willingness to ojjpe to
us and show us some things.
This was an entertainment at a country club , because
there weBethe space, the background and the conveniences needed}
but it was by no means a country club entertainment. It aimed
to show indian life and was highly picturesque and entertaining.
course there were some anachronisms . When the matter
of costumes was referred to me, I granted at the outset the
objections which both audience and actors might have to the
xaJJ&gT more than scanty costumes our Indians wore in summer,
-indeed," they Tsftdn't any!
Most of the dances were genuine
,, ..--~
Indian dances. Last Wednesday I had to go to Machias to see
a t>assamaquoddy Indian living there, who was not at the enter
tainment and who did not know what they did', and in conversation
with him he described to me several of the dances performed
in Bangor by his tribe and said they were very old. His account
tallied so closely with what I had seen that I feel sure that-*.
the"*tndians were honestly giving the best they knew of the oldP1^--^
tribal customs.
If their memory was faulty sometimes and
they had to invent or adapt at points, it is only what happens at
all of our white pageants.
Among the people who were pleased was Mr. Walter B. Smithy
the curator of the Abbe Museum at p ar Harbor,
ha-d done
work for sixteen years with the U.S. Geological Survey, in most
of the western states and who knew wild Tndians; Miss C a r o l i n e *
Wing, who was born in Chile and has travelled very•extensively ,
and is critical of what is not first-rate; Mrs. Wm. C.Peters,
also travelled and experienced, and Miss Mary C. Wheelwright,
of Boston and Northeast Harbor , who is a great expert upon
Indian matters and most i T ntimately acquainted with the Navajoes.
Miss Wheelwright would not have countenanced anything below a
high level; but she told me, ju8't: after the performance, how
delighted she was with the whole performance. She has attended
innumerable Indian dances and ceremonials, to get the facts and
describe them, and her impression of this was wholly favorable.
It is proposed to make an annual attraction of this
and to do the work seriously and with a view to helping the
Indians in their handicrafts.

I have looked up the MS. of the Indian trails and find
that as far as finished it consist of 29 pp. of about 300 words
each, perhaps 9,000 words so far. It may be half done.
The title is "Indian Trails of Maine: Where they were,
What they signified, How they were used.
I begin wit:.. "Why people travel" ,"Trade Routes", "Trunk
Routes and terminals","Why Quebec was the Key to eastern North
America", "Side Routes and Trails", "Winter Travel", "Four
Classes of Routes","Maine Kames as Travel Routes" , "Springs
and Log rettles", "Indian anoes" ,"Carrying-places", "What an
old Indian carry looked like", "Lumbermen's Tote-roads in Maine"-an aside, but essentially a part of woods travel.
The rest isn't written yet, but will be largely a
sumrrary of the carries and routes of our rivsr systems, the
nta»T names of the same and the coastwise "cut-offs" by whi. h
"—one could travel the length of the Maine coast without much
exposure to the open sea.
The Indian names will add to the length of the paper, but
it is interesting to see how "Winneganse" and "Nekonegan" and
"Katepscorihegan" and others more various are all formed upon
one root, the word for a "carry".
^
This may seem rather a long paper, but there is nothing
else in the field and I think that when it is done it will
have permanent value.
My work is based solidly upon my own*^,^—.
acquaintance with much of the country treated, knowledge
•tia^ejndian language, careful search of all the maps and plans
in the Massachusetts State House and a pretty fair acquaintance
with the
and with the early writers,
both French and Englisfi*,whorr T~began to study more than forty years
ago.
I don't know what you may have in the way of maps which
Boston does not contain, but thus far I have had no chance to
dig in your Archives.
You call for old Maine maps. I have looked over a lot
of them, but though I have the notes on them, I do not feel that
I £an take the time to look there •nip and copy off for vou. If.^--—^
—you have a catalogue Goodspeed issued some time ago on old naps
you could get some good information. I don't know xvhether
you want manuscript maps, but there are many of those. It seems
to me that your public could hardly make much use of most of
them.
I think I have nine differentjsditions of Lucius L.
Hubbard,s maps of the Maine woods. "e has been very kind
in giving me almost a complete set of this invaluable pieee
of work/, as well as High Findlay's "Journal", which is rareonly 150 copies printed in 1867. The Journal tell3 of the Maine
foods circa 1760 or 1770 (I forsret the precise date.)
Sincerely,

J
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Brewer, Maine, NoveBber4,1931
Dear Mrs. Fmller:
I am sending you a clipping from yesterday's paper,
partly because I have this self-directed, envelope still in my posses
sion. The body of the article was from MS.; to this the reporter
added a brief of the talk on baskets, which did not amount to much and
can readily be disjointed from the rest. But I think the beginning
may be worth saving, as it is all new stuff. The clipping mlgbt
be put with my Chadwick Survey paper, as it deals in part with
another Chadwick map, the fourth that I now know, and you might say
the fifth as well, if the large sectional map which accompanies is
regarded a separate.
A letter from Mr. Coryell speaks of continuing work, when
he has leisure, in the Harvard library and of the facilities, but
adds, "But the place is big- and formal. I like the lugrista State
Library with friendly Mrs. Fuller much better."
How pleasant'
it is to have Triends!
Your last I answered very lamely, being away from home and
my typewriter; but I have not yet thou®-t of anything about the
making of birch canoes, though I have come across my old notes^w ich
I took down from my father, which >1 think, contain more explicit
information than could notUbe given by any Indian, "i shall use tttwfc
in the Abbe Museum Bulletin, which just at present halts because
of other distractions.
Sincerely,

Ptw % a •
H-t i"
t?-/3 I
PC* S ft \

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON 8TMIT
BREWER,

MAINE

January 10ml933

Dear Mrss Fuller:
There is nothing much to write about except that --«*«**"
I had intended sooner to acknowledge your Christmas note.
The Museum Bulletin is now done, praise beJ and I suppose it
will soon be in the hands of th printer.

It is to be amply illus

trated from photographs of real objects, and I hope it will answer
many of the questions you are likely to be asked.
The

Indian Routes is still shelved, something more important

coming before it, along with Capt. Lovewell poking his head in like
King CharleAs in Mr. Dickts Memorial . fflienever I get to dping
something else, up pops up Captain Lovewell, and I don't know as I
shall ever get him published, he beinga book in himself , and it
seems to me a rather remarkable piece of Maine history.

I wonder

whether you see, or the State Library has, the little Bulletin of
the Folk-song Society of the ^orth-East,published twice a year? The
next number is to contain a Lovewell "scoop" in the form ©f
-ballad text, the air and the probable authorship.

afford to miss it.
is the editor.

a

You can't well

Mr. Phillips Barry, 5 Craigie Circle, Cambridge,

It is really a part of my volume, but I am releasing

it for use in the Bulletin, where ballad students can get it.

I have also found something new about father Rasles, but I hardly
know yet how I shall use it.

It is.tperfectly astonishing how much

there is in this good old state to keep one busy.

Some day I ought

to coRie and burrow in the Secretary of State's office : it seems to a***
he ought to have a map I want, for I could find nothing in Boston.
Also Richard Hazzen's map of the Maine Coast, 1751, where is.that?
Most sincer a1 "

173 Wilson Street,Brewer,Maine
July 14,1932
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
It seemed good to hear from you again. I don't
regard you as a bother. It is no part of my greed to tolerate
bores and bothers beyond a certain point! Just there we part
company.
The booklet by the ^bbe Museum is well on its way/'T^pifcBn
to put my final O.K. on the proofs today.The exact date of
publication will be determined by the Museum,probably around
Ausrust first.
The title will be "The Handicrafts of the Modern Indians of
Maine". By "modern Indians" I mean those of historicity— oppMrwf^"-^'
to Red paint and pre-historic peoples. Ika^-dead proofs which I
**
enclose merely give you an idea of the pamphlet-— 73 pp. of text in
tie largeaJ. type;87 plates,with descriptions opposite. The
on heavy plate paper, and since the proof does not bring out the
quality of the illustration I include the photograph which does.
It was the intention of the Museum,(that it might ba_.aol4
^
at as low a rate as possibl^, to issue it stapled and in paper
covers. I have showed them reasons why at least a part of the
books should be sewed and in stiff board covers,even at a higher
price. I told them that librarians must put them into stiff covers
for the book-plate and bo®®earers' pocket and that I thought librajl
would rather pay the difference in cost than do it themselves.
So of the first lot bound up, a hundred will be in stiff covers,sewed,
a hundred in paper and wire staples.
Since the printing and
binding will both be done in „angor, it seemed better not to bind
up too many at the outset— the more particularly as I suspect that
the call for the stiff covers will be fully equal to the cheaper
binding.
The price will be left to the Museum to determine.
>
I give this advance information as you may like to have it
now. Later ,1 presume you will want to mention the book in the Bulletin
and then calls for it from libraries will come in. Because these
4
will come in the season when the Museum at p,ar Harbor is closed,
I shall advise them not to keep the whole edition down there but
to have the unbound sheets and somqbound copies in ^angor where
Dillingham's can distribute as orders come in.
*Lovewell's Fight was all done ready for the printer, but
times too hard to make it a commercial venture; therefore it lies
by itself on the shelf. Meantime I have discovered who Paugus was f
which will make some re-writing necessary. I think the State Library
subscribed to the Bulletin of the Folk-Song Society of the Northeast.
In the last number (No.4) is a new text of the ballad of Lovewell's
Fight and a contribution by myself as to the authorship, ascribing
it to old gen Franklin, the uncle of Our gen Franklin and probably
the editor of the Boston "Courant" in 1725.
With best wishes,
Yours,

co

P

y

July 16, lv3z
Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;Thank you for your interesting
letter about the Abbe Bulletin. What a prize It will be-- an
authoritative book on a subject for which there is a steady demand
for material. Having it to use will not only lighten my labors
but will undoubtedly Improve my disposition. I certainly do get
fed up with Indian inquiries.
I think that you are quite right about the advisability
of having part of the copies bound. There will, I feel sure, be a
demand for the book. How large is the edition? I shall of course
mention it in the Bulletin--I am sorry that I did not know about it
in time to say something about it in the July issue--and we have
had in the past frequent inquiries about where such a book could be
obtained. Will you let me know the price of it and the easiest way
to obtain It? I assume that it will be on sale by Huston, and
Loring Short, of Portland, as well as by Dillingham of Bangor.
Mr. Dunnack says to ask you to be aire that the Maine
State Library is on the order list for two copies, the bill to be
made In duplicate to the Maine State Library. We shall doubtless
want more copies later, but he wishes to be sure that we shall
obtain some of the first printed copies.
I regret to say that we do not have the Bulletin of the
Polk-Song So -iety of the Northeast so l have not had a chance to
see your Lovewell's Fight text.
Sincerely yours,

By MCF

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
173 WILSON STREET
BREWER, MAINE

July 19,1932
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
.
'
Replying to yours of the 16th, theeiition of
the book on Indian Handicrafts will be 1000 copies, 200 bound up
at first. I think I shall advise binding more on account of
the Indian pageant Aug. 10,11,13.
It seems to me it would be
good business for the Museum to have bound copies on sale then.
The price will be settled by the Museum. (Mynown judgment wouH
fl.00 and fl.50, paper and boards,but I have no# authority except
experience in bookdwork)
I have already advised having Loring, Short and Harmon and
Dillingham,s keep on sale, the Museum being a seasonal pla&#
and not in trade. But the executive committer of the Museum takes
charge of all these matters, and j will ask r. Smith, the curator,
to keep your order in mind.
Sorry you don't have the Folk-Song Society $$/$$$/Bulletin#
It corr.es high, beinsr very expensive to print with the music, and
goes only to members of the Society; but some day that little
magazine will be one of the things the folk-song student cannot
get along without. Much of it comes from Maine. And the airs are
becoming increasingly important in folk-song study,so that our
records of them are of high value.
1W

Hastily,
7f

xo

Brewer, Maine, ^eeember 9 ,1932
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
The little book I got off this afternoon
wfcth a screed in it. It always makes me feel foolish to try
to write something becoming the dignity of what is called
"an author"! As if saying what you have to say were not
simply business and done with it I This author business is just a s
much digging as hoeing potatoes.
But my errand just now fee to suggest that if it is not
too late to add a word to your review of the book ,it would be
well to say that the book is on sale at Dillingham's Book Store
Bangor at $1.50 per copy, bound in boards.
Why I make this suggestion is to save myself a deal of
bother and some expense ,answering letters written to me
personally about it. I had quite a bit of it last summer,yet
you and I have equal financial returns from the book! Last
summer I think I had to write at least three letters on account
of one public library in Massachusetts.
You see the Museum is in the Park— no postal facil ities
and it is closed most of the year, getters go to the publicity
office in p ar i^arbor, which sends them to me, who must write
answers,or if direct orders send them to ^angor. A lot of delay
and bother, because the Museum cannot look after the oSiness.
The Curator is equally badly placed, ^e lives in ganger, doesn't
have any books for sale, and must write letters,etc.,the same
snarl all over again.
So my suggestion last year was to put Dillingham 's,
which binds up the books, as sales agent and allow them enough
profit in the price charged to make it worth their while to
take all this fuss and bother off the Museum and me.
A long explanation, but you see the whereforeness of
it. People do not know how to get the books unless a kind hand
points to Dillingham's.
13.30 A.M.— time to re-tire.
Sincerely,
<7^

I paid four cents out of your seven cent stamp on the book;
the other three goes on this letter; account balanced— better
than mine usually do.
And by all means, if not too late,do review George S.
Wasson's unsual book "Sailing Days on the Penobscot" (Salem
Marine Society) It must not wait;it is more important than mine.
Then there is his daughter-in-law; Mildred Wasson's
girls' book, Hancy (Harprs) which is very s;ood indeed.

Copy
W-

December 6,iy32
Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,
Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;I have just finished a
brief item for the Bulletin about the Handicrafts of the
Modern Maine Indians. Brief mu^n against my inclination - our
space is limited - because I should like to describe in detail
the many excellencies of a bo]fik which has what has been needed end
and wanted for years, i am very enthusiastic about it and .
mention it on every possible occasion but I know that I am
not more enthusiastic than the book warrants.
I am sending you a copy to be autographed for the
Maine iftithor Collection. I hope that we shall have several
copies for the lending collection of the library. We can use
any number of them, 1 am sure.
With best wishes for a happy Christmas season,

MCP

173 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine
December 7,1933
Dear Mrs. Fuller:
Your nice letter has come and I will autograph
the book when it comes— of course. But it may be a little
late in getting back as ,since my heart began to act up, I
can't walk much, and therefore do not go to the post-office
very often, that being about the limit of my strength. Today
I was going, so you have just missed the trip. But in time
I'll do it:
Thank you for your kind words about the book.Had I known
how much money the museum could spend, or how much the book
was costing, etc. etc., I might have done b I n d e e d . I r _
could have written much more on some topics8uch as the canoe."
But it is hard to work entirely in the dark as to what is
wanted or what you can spend. Like the old man in prayer
meeting who was B thankful that it is as well with us as it is",
I am glad the ugly duckling came out no worse. (The Museum
was very nice indeed, the G urator is fine to work with, but
I could get no limit placed, and knowing that it aust be
paid for by gifts from friends of the museum,who this year
have been very short of funds, it worried me a good deal as
to how much I could print.)
By the way, in the copies you have, would you,if it was
not done in the museumjcorrect on PlateXVI, text opp.^the statement
that Miss Pratt was seventy years old. It was the box! And
it is really much older, almost twice that. It worried Miss
Pratt and I said I would try to have it corrected.
Plate XVIII ,on the plate, says the illustration is
about two-fifths size, $ret anyone £an see from the measurement
that it is much more. The reason is that we had two photographs
and intended to use the smaller one,then changed to the large
one but forgot to alter the text.
On p. 65 there is an awkward type error ,where the printer
did not quite follow corrections and I never saw the last proof,
as I was away then. 12th line should be"^beanpoles)
light, etc.
Now my own business. My set of Baxter MSS (Me . Hist.Colls.)
-is not quite complete. I lack vols. 5,6,J7, three in all. Could you
^supply the lack at a low price? I donrt care to pay the society
two dollars a volume for them,as I have had to for most of the
set. I also lack many
of the First and Third series of the
Collections. If you had odd volumes I should much like some among
them, as it takes both time and exertion to go to Bangor to
consult them. Would you tell me what you have as odd numbers and
the price.
Cordial personal greetings,

Copy

December 12,1932

Mrs. Fannie Eckstorm,
Wilson Street,
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;While I was dressing this morning
it came into my mind that I must be sure to write you not to feel
hurried about returning to us the Maine Author Collection
copy of the Abbe Bulletin, but when I got to the office your
letter was there saying that the book is on its way. I do hope
thai; you did not tax yourself to take the book to the post-office.
I am ever so sorry to learn that you have a troublesome heart.
I snail be very <?lad to mention the information about
the Abbe Bulletin in our Bulletin. We have had inquiries
about it and I had meant to ask you, the last time I wrote
to you, where it could be obtained because I felt reasonably
sure that the Museum would not be open in the winter. I imagine
that Mr. Huston and Loring $hort and Harmon will wish to have it
in stock.
Mr. Wasson's book came in time for me to mention it
in the January issue of the Bulletin, the rpanuscript of which
was due the first of this month. I hope that we shall be allowed
to print it; there are a number of really important books mentioned.
Since 1 belong to Penobscot Bay I am, of course, perfectly delighted
with the Wasson-Colcord book and wish that I gfrald bujf at least
a dozen copies of it.

The autographed copy of the Indian book has notyyet
arrived but I know, from experience, that we shall like
your inscription. Thank you very much indeed for taking the
trouble to write it for us.

Very truly yours
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY MGP

I will make in the library copies of the Abbe Bulletin the
corrections lidted in your letter. Mr. Dunnack will write you
abAut the Maine Historioai Society items when he has a chahce
to check our duplicates. Prooably we shall have some of the
Baxter Manuscripts!, the volumes of the first and third series
are more doubtful. Of some of the first series we have only one
copy - none for lending/

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKBTORM
1*73 WILSON STREET
BREWER,

MAINE

Nov. 10,1933
Dr. H.A.Dunnack
State Librarian
Augusta,, Maine
Dear Doctor Dunnack:
Replying promptly to your letter of yesterday
I enclose the list of volumes of Maine Historical Collections
which I lack.
I should like to complete the Second Documentary Series,
in which I lack three volumes, V, 71, VII.
Any of the first
series of Collections or of the Second Series, Collections and
Proceedings,would be most welcome, even if not very spruoe in
appearance— covers do not matter much with me,but the saving
of steps in running to libraries does.
Thank you for bringing up the matter. I have not wished
to trouble you with it, realizing that you probably had plenty
to do and perhaps the big, bad wolf of hungry politicians at
your door. The Library has been very efficient in serving its
borrowers and I have enjoyed the pleasant relation^ existing
and your desire to oarry its work out to the people.
My best wishes to Mrs. Fuller.
Sincerely,

Maine Historical Society Fublisationa
'

"W

"

Collections of the Maine Historical Society* Series 1,
^
volumes 1~10. 1831-1091#
&> ZI1'
—t
I lack all of this series;any volumes gladly received, esp.vo3P.IX
A

Collections and Proceedings, Second series, volumes 1-10.
1890-1G99#
. v
i lack all; esp. desire Vol. I (1890) ;all others welcome
Collections, SSiird aeries.
^

Volumes 1 and

2*

1904*06#

Have both these

Collections, Second aeries* Documentary History of th©
State of 'to ine• Volumes 1-24. 1869"*1916#
Vol# 1#

History of discovery of Maine, by
«T. G# Kohl*

Vol#

Mscourse on western planting, by
Hichard f iaklnyfc•

2m

Vol# 3#

Jrelavmy papers#

Vol# 7 and 8#

Farnhar? papers#

Vol# 4-6, 9-24#
^v/

Baxter rmnuscripts*

Have all except Baxter MSS ¥ and VI, and Farnham Papers VII
Fannie H. Ickstorm

^

MRS. FANNIE H. ECKSTORM
ITS WILSON STREET
BREWER,

MAINE

July 5,1934
Dear Mrs. Fuller
I promised to let you know when I could
see you and Miss Snow.

Just now the deck is clear for

a little while. Could you come over Saturday, "the 9th?
I suggest Satiurday because it probably is a

half-

holiday with both of you; also I am not engaged that day.
I have had

company without intermission all of June and

family diversions are coming on, so unless I made an ap
pointment by telephone the night before, I could

hardly

give you a date much in advance.
My telephone ife Bangor-8157, anyone to answer. I am
the only

one in the house now!

If you can come the 9th

will you let me know Friday evening?
Prkeo, if you are coming to the hoyse^jiould

you being

me the Me. Hist. Collections promised me for some years by
Mr. Dunnack,who periodically reminds me that he has promised
them, but like Mark
thing about it".

m wain

and the weather, "never does any

They were Documentary Series,

V, VI

and VII (Farnham papers, vol. 1) to complete my set.

I also

have said that I should be glad of almost any spare duplicates
of the regular volumes,of which I have but three
I do not wish to trouble you, but the

volumes,3d Ser*

books would save me

considerable library work and would be a convenience. The early
issues would be especially useful.
Don't feel you must come ^aturday ;it only happens to be
a date I can set with certainty.
Cordially,

July 6, 1934

Mrs. Fannie H. Eckstorm,
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm;I am sending you Documentary
Series, 5, 6, 7, (Farnum Papers, Vol 1.)
want

Should we come across the other volumes
we would be very glad to send them.
Very truly yours
(Signed $ HED
State Librarian

you

173 Wilton St., Brewer, Maine
July 11 ,1934
Dear Mra. Fuller:
Thank you for telling me that you and Mias
Snow could not make the trip last Saturday . I* left the date
free for me.

Just now I am too busy to set any particular

day at all in advance. «eople are coming and going, invitations
pop up unexpectedly

and appointment^ have to be met in a way

which makes it hard to look far enough ahead to set a date.
Summer is our time for family visiting and we never know who is
going to turn up at any time.
You'll want to be on the lookout for the September issue of
the New England Quarterly. It will contain my article on the
Norridgewock Fight. I think it will be thecstandard source of
information upon that event,give it time to becomeJta©*iXw
. - .. •*'

J l t l e a s t i t c o n t a i n s new material, such as the fact that

Father

Rasles was five years older than anyone has ever supposed him to

be.

I am quoting the entry for his baptism.
With cordial greetings
Sincerely,

They found in Maine a collection «
of ballads comparable to the well
known "English Folk Songs From the
Appalachians" brought together sev
eral years ago by Olive Dame Camp
bell and Cecil J. Sharp. In that col
lection, as most readers know, ballads
which had dropped out of sight in
the mother country for a hundred
years or more were found to be alive
! and doing well among our Southern
mountaineers. Our Maine editors
made an identical discovery. While
making this discovery they came,
among other things, upon the first
American version of the deathless
ballad of Hind Horn and many ver
sions of ballads older than the ver
sions of Professor Child. These edi
tors found, in the second place, that
illiteracy is not a necessary factor in j
traditional balladry, a point which
Sharp rather labors to prove in his
introduction. The two Maine families
which furnish the lion's share in this
collection have for generations been ;
literate and extremely intelligent. An- ;
other factor the editors stress * is the j
genealogical influence in ballad pres- j
ervation. One or two families in each 1
township cling tenaciously to the!
ballads and hand them on. The
others are apparently indifferent.
There is little to criticize of in
terest to the laity. Like most women
ballad-collectors, these editors appear
squeamish in the presence of Ra
belaisian broadness. They do not
realize that asterisks are more insidi
ous than vulgarity. Aside from this,
the ballads themselves are so attrac
tive and the work is so well done that
it is a great pity the book could not
have been published at a price within
the reach of more readers.

Discoveries
Down East
BRITISH BALLADS
FROM MAINE.
By Phillips Barry, Fannie
Hardy Eckstorm and Mary
Winslow Smyth . . . New
Haven: Yale University
Press . . . $6.
Reviewed by
WILBERT SNOW
ISS ECKSTORM and Miss Smyth
gave us a preliminary study of
Maine ballads in their "Minstrelsy of
Maine" two years ago. In that volume
they recorded the texts of many bal
lads and traced their origins, but did
not include the airs. On this new.
Venture they took with them a pro
fessional mu&j£i|^i, Mr. George Her
eof who recordedl^Nfc^airfeof 169 bal
lads, and variants; and 8111!" Ai'ioUicr
jDausIcian,''
written for this book an interesting
Introduction on ballad music. The
task the editors set for themselves
this time was more definite and more
scholarly than that essayed in the
earlier volume. They collected fiftysix English and Scottish ballads and
tight "secondary ballads," each with
A wide number &t variants, laid them
beside the famous collection of the
late Professor Child — a collection
which is the Bible of all American
ballad students—and made compara
tive studies. The results arc interest
ing to laymen, and to folklore col- ;
lectors often startling.
!

M

New York Herald Tribune

*

March 16

1930

*

. >

February 9, 1942

Mrs. Pannie Hardy Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Your exceedingly valuable publication on
Indian place names is in our library, and is
constantly used by the librarians.
We wonder if you would not care to
inscribe a copy and present it to the Maine
Author Collection.
You know of this exhibit
and we are proud that others of your excellent
volumes are on Its shelves.
We hope that the
representation of your work can be kept complete
by the addition of tills most recent item.
Our best wishes continue for your admirable
accomplishments in this field.
Very truly yours
MAINE STATE LIBRARY
BY
hmj

SECRETARY

N.B.
Mrs. Eckstorm had no copies available -- from perscmal
letter to MCP

Old John Neptune
AND

Other Maine Indian Shamans
FANNIE HARDY ECKSTORM

PORTLAND, MAINE
The Southzvorth-Anthoensen Press

1945

JOHN NEPTUNE
1767-1865
Hereditary Chief, Reputed Wizard, Governor for Life
of the Penobscot Indians of Maine

A

HUNDRED years ago, when there were more Indians than whites
.living in the town of Brewer, Maine, the author's father grew up
having Indians first as playmates, then as hunting companions, later as
employees and always as friends.
From the wealth of family records and traditions, supplemented by
her own personal friendship for them, the author, instead of making a
formal study of the Penobscot Indians, tells the story of the stormy
life of a family friend, Lieutenant-Governor John Neptune, the great
medeoulino, the wizard of the tribe, who, it was asserted, could make
his voice heard a hundred miles away, who could walk in hard ground
sinking in it up to his knees at every step, who could find green corn
in winter and tobacco in the forest, and who fought and overcame the
slimy monster the Wiwiliamecq' in hand-to-hand encounter.
The narrative tells of John Neptune's life; of his ancestors and de
scendants; of the tribal beliefs in the powers of their "spiritual men,"
or powows; of the probable origin of the singular name of Neptune,
found in four eastern Algonkin tribes. Especially it takes up the story
of John Neptune's fight, in the form of a great eel, with the Micmac
chief who assumed the shape of the Wiwiliamecq', or "horned fish," a
fight which is believed to have occurred in Boyden's Lake, near Eastport. She traces the legend, analyzes the Indian word and identifies the
sea monster as the Giant Squid. In this, anthropologists will probably
recognize leviathan, the aquatic monster common to primitive religions.
Alongside this medeoulino, or man of mystery, was the actual John
Neptune, the family friend, ablest man in his tribe, whose life was
broken by his own sins and then rebuilt by his indomitable will, the
loyalty of his family, the faith a large part of the tribe had in him and
the staunch support of Mary Nicola, commonly known as Old Molly
Molasses, as great a "witch" as himself.

The narrative tells how John Neptune, as his best line of defense
against the disapproval of the Church, used the break he himself had
made in the tribe by advocating Education for his people; how he
rallied about him some able men who leaned to the old shamanistic be
liefs; how Henry D. Thoreau, appearing opportunely, unwittingly
put on record facts which confute the story long accepted as the his
toric truth; how the issue became a political one and Old Party and
New Party wrangled in the ageless conflict between conformity and
initiative; and how, in the end, the right to an education, which was
championed by John Neptune, not entirely unselfishly, has produced
results.
Working for years among her old friends, the author took down in
their own words their myths and tales of magical power. She shows
how the belief in John Neptune's wizardry was built up by the trans
ference of traditions from one generation to another of men of the
same name until, fused into a continous life-story they conferred upon
John Neptune a reputation for shamanism which was inherited rather
than acquired, but which he made useful to himself. The author's
thesis is that though Indians may be progressive, modern, abreast of the
times, yet you do not understand them until you recognize —and re
spect—the prevalence and the sincerity of their belief in the marvel
lous and understand how very, very ancient are the traditions they
hold and reincarnate in many individuals down the ages.

PUBLISHER'S NOTE
The book will contain about 220 pages and 10 illustrations. Printed
on 100 per cent rag paper like this prospectus, size 6x9%. Bound in
full buckram, stamped in gold. The edition is limited to 600 copies at
$5.50, postpaid.

O R D E R

F O R M

The Southworth-Anthoensen Press
Portland, Maine
1945
Please send to the address given below

copy (ies) of

OLD JOHN NEPTUNE AND OTHER MAINE INDIAN SHAMANS, by
Fannie Hardy Eckstorm,at $5.50 per copy.
[
Name
Address

] Check enclosed.

[

] Charge my account.

October 2, 19^5

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Please accept our congratulations upon the publication
of OLD JOHN NEPTUNE AND OTHER MAINE INDIAN SHAMANS.
Our
order for a lending copy has already been placed, and we
have had a request for the book.
We look forward eagerly
to seeing this remarkable and competent book, and reflect
anew on the distinguished service which you have rendered
the state in your work.
We hope that you may xmnt to Inscribe and present a
copy of your latest book to the Maine Author Collection,
so that the exhibit may have your works complete.
Our very good wishes for the book and to you.
Sincerely yours

In Charge of
Maine Author Collection

January 11, 19^-6

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
Your book, OLD JOHN NEPTUNE AND OTHER MAINE INDIAN
SHAMANS, continues to be in demand, and we have a waiting
list for it.

It is a fine work, one which no ofer

person could have assembled, and will remain invaluable
to students and historians.
As we wrote you, the book is in our lending section,
but the Maine Author Collection is still without a copy.
This is most regrettable, for your earlier works are here,
and we cannot truthfully maintain our proud statement a,bout
this being the only place where all the works of all Maine
authors are gathered, while there is so sad an omission.
We continue to hope that you may want to inscribe and
present a copy of your excellent study, which would be a
distinguished addition.
Sincerely yours

In Charge of
Maine Author Collection

March 19, 19^6

Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm
173 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine
Dear Mrs. Eckstorm:
It is a matter of deep regret to us that OLD JOHN
NEPTUNE AND OTHER MAINE INDIAN SHAMANS is not in the
Maine Author Collection.

The book is, of course, in

the lending and reference section of the library; and
we feel that its absence from so notable a collection
of the work of Maine people is a reflection of
inadequacy on our part.
Your earlier books are here, inscribed in such a
friendly manner that we believe you are interested in
the collection, and in helping to maintain its complete
ness, so far as your books are concerned.

We shall

continue to hope that our previous letters have reached
you at an unduly busy moment, and that you may yet want
to share with us the pride of including OLD JOHN NEPTUNE
and his remarkable story in the Maine Author Collection.
Sincerely yours

hmj

In Charge of
Maine Author Collection

